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ABSTMCT
A comparison of the c'onrnand style t,eaching and. the- movement
ed.ucation style teaching for one instructional unit in elementary
physical education with respect to teacher behavior and student
involvement was the purpose of this investigation. The subject was one
female elementary physical eciucation teacher from the central New York
area. Thirty children from two first-grade classes also participated in
the investigation. The teacher was provided with two unit plans
developed by the investigator, an experienced teacher. Each unit plan
contained the same physical education content--manipulative and ball-
handling skills. Qne class was taught using the command style of
teaching while the other class was taught using the movement'education
style. The tehcher wore a wireless microphone and was videotaped for
each 5-day unit. The behaviors and interaction patterns between the
teacher and her students were coded using Cheffers' Adaptation of
Flanders' fnteraction Analysis System (CeftlS) (Cheffers, L972). The
d.ata collected from the coding of CAFIAS were tTansferred onto the
computer for analysis. The computer scoring of CAFIAS yielded
percentates for each of the 20 CAFIAS variables. Descriptive statistics
were used to determine if differences existed in the behavior and
interaction patterns of the teacher with the command style and the
movement education style of teaching. Visual analysis of the CAFIAS
results indicated that the teacher spent more time giving information,
d.irection, and criticism,in the command style of teaching. Likewise,
the students in the command Style of teaching responded with more
predictable behaviors. During classes t,aught with the movement
educatiOn style of teaching the teacher asked more questiOns and gaVe
more pra■se and acceptance to her studentso  The students tended to
respond w■th more ■nterpretive behav■ors.  This led to the acceptance of
the hypothes■s which stated there wou■d be a signf cant difference ■n
the teaching behav■ors ■n the classes taught by a teacher us■ng a
conlmand style and a movement education style of teachingo  This study
also compared the Academic Learning Tine in Physical Education (ALT―PE)
of students taught us■ng t e command and the movement education style of
teaching.  The videotapes were coded using the ALT―PE (SiedentOp,
Tous ignant, & Parker, 1982) instrument.  The data collected were
computed manually and were compiled into percentages and ratios for the
ALT―PE parameters.  Visual analys■s of the ALT―PE data revealed that
students taught w■th the command style of teaching spent a greater
amount of tine in transition, management, and warm―up activities s well
|
as ■n wa■ting, off―task, on―task, and cognitive behav■orso  Sピudents
taught using the movement education style of teaching spent mOre time in
skill practice and m6tor― appropriate (accrued ALT―PE)physical edu9atiOn
activitieso  This led to a re」ection f the hypothesis which stated
there would be no difference ■  the ALT―PE accrued by students taught a
unit using the command style and the movement education style of
teachinge
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Chapter '1
INTRODUCTION
Is movement education, an indirect style of teaching, more effective
than command and the more direct styles of teaching? Can what is
classified as movement education and indirect teaching produce equally if
not more desirable results in student behavior as command and the direct
styles of teaching? Is one style of teachiirg in the gymnas'ium more
effective than another? In order to determine the answers to the above
questions as tb the extent to which effectiveness occurs with various
styles of teaching, effective teaching must first be defined and put into
measurable terms.
placek (1983) stated that re'searchers have viewed effective teaching
as student learning. Studies-of elementary classrooms have shown a
positive relationship between student learning and time-on-task (Fisher,
Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, Moore, & Berlinet, L972).; therefore,
teacher effectiveness has seemed to have a direct relationship to student
learning. Yet, Metzler (1983b) emphasized that to accurately determine
the relationship between effectiveness and various teaching styles,
effectiveness must be defined and assessed in terms of stated goals
and/or objectives of the lesson. Expressed more cIearly, Pe'terson (1-979)
suggested that the effectiveness'of various instructional approaches
depended upon the type of learner and educational outcomes desired. If
^ teaching effectiv€ness could be defined and measured on the basis of the
desired goals of the'fesson and the actual amotint of student iearning,
then perhaps the" effectiveness of various styles in teaching within a
_● :
:
■
given 
"classroom 
setting could more accurately be determined.
i Movemeht educdtion ha's been considered a curriculum in physical
-'l
education which incorpbrated a more indirect and child.-centered style of
r -L
teachiirg (-fiftotson, 1968).. It has been a proBram which provided its
learners with problem-solving situations and experiences which stimulated
creativity (Sweeney, t97O). Teacher educators have advocated the use and
benefits of various approaches and styles of teaching. A pioneer in the
investigation'of teaching styles, Muska Mosston (1966, L972, 1981) has
supported the belief that more effective teaching occurs when the learner
is allowed a mor'e active role in the teaching-learning process. Mosston
has maintained that the more indirect styles of teaching foster greater
ledrning than command and the more direct styles of teaching. Yet,
Hellison (1973) has written that it was necessary to investigate the
effectiveness of conmand teaching in comparison to more indirect
teaching before describing indirect teaching as a better teaching sty1e.
Systems of observation have been developed in. physical education to
enable a more objective investigation of'teaching style and methodol<igy.
Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS)
(Cneffers, Lg72) is one observation instrument developed for use in the
gymnasium. CAFIAS was specifically designed for describing teachers'
and students' verbal and nonverbal.interaction in physical activity
settings. The CAFIAS observation instrument has been considered useful
in the gymnasium for the following purposes (Darst, Mancini, & Zakrajsek,
1983): (a) to describe class practices and behaviors, (U) to provide a
tool for analysis of teaching, (c) to discriminate bet,ween different
patterns of teaching, and (a) to determine the relationships between
???
，? 」
?
?
???
?
??
??
JA
"i"b'",LJnaviirs and.student"-.Browth. Ih reilationship to teaching styles,
thereforb, CAFIAS coirld be'u'sed to help re'searchers identify, describe,
and compare differences.among the various styles of teachi-ng found in
the gymnasium.
Academic Learning Time in Physical.Education (ALT-PE) (Siedentop,
Tousignant, & Parker, 1932) has been'another observation instrument
designed for use in the gymnasium. ALT-PE has been used to investigate
st,udent behavior as a process measure of teacher effectiveness (Metz1-er,
1983b). ALT-PE uses student activity in the Eymnasium as a valid
yardstick to measure the effectivenss of the teaching taking place.
':'
Anderson (1983) has believed that all codinB systems have their
limitations; yet, the selection, classification, and delineation of-
ALT-PE categories could provide important information regarding
activities and events occurring in the gymnasium. The characteristics
of the ALT-PE instrument have made it a valuable tool in the
investigation of teacher effectiveness in the gymnasium.
This study was based on the premise l*a Otrrerent behaviors and.
interaction patterns occur between teachers and students with different
styles of teaching. The effebtiveness of these styles could be observed
and measured through the type of student behavior each elicits. The
purpose of this study was to compare the command style of teaching to
the movement education style of teaching. Through the ,use of CAFIAS and
ALT-PE the differences in behaviors and interaction patterns between
these two styles of teaching could be identified and compared and the
differences in student involvement measured.
‐?
?
4Scope of Problem
A comparison of command style teaching and movement education style
teaching in elementary physical education with respect to'teacher behavior
and student involvement was the purpose cf this investigation. The
subjects were one female elementary physical education teacher from the
central New York area and children (N = 30) from two first-grade classes.
This teacher was- provided two unit plans containing the same physical
education content matter. One unit plan was taught using the command
style of teaching while the other was taught using movement education.
Each class was taught a unit of manipulative dnd ball-handling skiIls.
Both units were 5 days in length and contained selected psychomotor tasks
which had the following characteristics: (a) appropriate to children in
grade one, (b) representative of the kinds of tasks found in an
elementary school physical education curriculum, (c) easily learned
independent of children's, fitness Ievels, and (d) amenable to control of
operational differences between the different styles of teaching under
study (Dauer & Pangrazi, 1?75).
Each class was videotaped by the investigator for the 5 days
involved in the unit. The teacher was asked to wear a wireless
microphone which would not interfere with her teaching. The videotapes
were coded using CAFIAS and ALT-PE. Descriptive statistics were used to
analyze the data. Comparisona"were made between the percentages of the
two classes on each of the 20 CAFIAS categories and'the 21 ALT-PE
categories.
Statenent of Problem
A cohparison of ccmmand and niovement education styles of teaching
5in elementary physical education with respect to teacher behavior and
student involvement was the purpose of this investigation.
Hypotheses
There will be a significant difference in the teaching behaviors in
the classes taught by a teacher using a.command style and a movement
education style of teaching.
There will be no difference. in the ALT-PE accrued by students taught
a unit using the command style and the movement education style of
teaching.
Assumptions of Study
The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this study:
1. The coding of 10 physical education classes using CAFIAS and
ALT-PE would yield valid data to test the hypothesis.
2.' There would be no partiality on the part of the teacher in her
actions toward the students with either style of teaching used.
Definition of Terms
The follow■ng terms were operationally defined for the purpose of
the study:
1.  Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAS) is an extension of FIAS developed to record verba■ an  nonverba■
behav■ors for spec■fic application ■n descr■bing teacher―pupil
interactions in predominaitly move面ent―orien ed settings (Cheffers,
Amidon,`ごRodёrS, 1974).  :   5  _     、｀
2。 ｀Academie Learning Time in Physical Edication (ALT―PE) is an
observation system used to measure the amount of time that a student is
successfully engaged in a relevant motor task with a high degree of
il・ lli l,「:u:竃'ISS｀
ilip.:]i[[・・19t・
ilt誕
.:i:|:li:`:::[lilti[siin]i:i ii82):
′     ・insttuctor for a learier task (Siedentop, Birdwell, & MetFler, 1979)。
′il`｀
 al _1。'1‐
lngaged“Iim:is■£∴rcent of allocateditine the students are
actively responding (Siedentop et a■。, 1979)。
5.  Indirect teaching behav■or ■s student―centered teaching behav■or
which promotes independence in decision―making‐by the students and
encourages students to respond indiv■dually a to participate ■n a■1
aspects of the learning process except for preparatiOn.Of the lesson
(Mosston, 1972).
6.  Direct teaching behav■or ■s teacher―c ntered teaching behav■or
in which the teacher makes all of the decisions in ttegard to the learning
process, and the learner has no other role except for the execution of
the given inStructions (Goldberger, 1983).
7, .Movement education is an indirect, child-centered style of
t,eaching which involves both a content and a process which includes the
following set of characteristics: (a) teacher use of Laban's analytic
language concepts'of force, space, time, and flow to describe movement
skills for children, (b) learning tasks in which ctrildren can experience
variations in movement, performances according to their ovrn abilities and
creativity, and (c) direct verbal int.eractions between teacher and
students with the specific intention of helping children analyze both the
form and result of their movement performances (Shute, Dodds, Placek,
Rife, & Silverman, 1982).
8. Command style teaching is a direct, teacher-cent,ered approach to
teaching commonly found in physical education which consists of teacher
―?
H・‐.‐      t ~_        ｀ ,  ・  1 ~    ,
I ' ra. i ./
i i . Ih"t=r"tioq* expl"r"Tion and/.dr,h;nionstration, studeint execution or
,- 
'_ 
' 
..). ' t
imitation, and teacher eva■uation (Go■derger, 1983).
・
 F‐  ｀‐・  9°  Un■t in phySiCa■ bducation .s a planned sequence of learn■ng
experiences based on an activity area. Both the general and specific
objectives which give direction and focus to the instruction are integral
parts of a unit (Dauer & Pangrazi, 1975).
Deli:nitations . of Study
The following were the delimitations of this study:
1. The subject was one female elementary physical education teacher
from the central New York area and 30 children, 15 each from two
first-grade classes.
2. The unit plan was only 5 days in length.
3. Manipulative and ball-handling skiIls were the psychomotor tasks
taught during this investigation.
4, CAFIAS was the only observation instrument used to measure the
actual teaching behaviors and interaction patterns in this'$tudy.
5. ALT-PE was the on1y. observation instrument used to measure
student involvement in this study.
Limitations of'Study
The following.were the limitations of this study:
1. The findings may only be valid for female physical education
teachers similar to the one who participated in this investigation.
' 2, The findings may only be valid for elementary School children
similar to those who participated in this investigation.
3. A different amount of time devoted to an elementary physical
education unit plan may yield different findings.
__ _ _■_ _^ _ ――― ~
84. Using different psychomotor tasks during an investigation of
effective teaching behaviors may yield different results.
5. The findings related to teaching behaviors and interaction
patterns may only be valid when CAFIAS is the observation instrument used.
6. The findings related to student involvement may only be valid
when the observation instrument is ALT-PE.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of ■iterature re■ated to this study focused on the
follow■ng areas:  styles of teaching, perceptions of effectiveness ■n
teaching, studies using the Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction
Analysis System, and AcaoemiC Learnin3 T■me in Physical Educationo  A
sulmary is also prov■ded.
Styles of Teaching
Physical education has been said to be a road toward creative
phys■cal responses, toward enhancement of self―concept in a changing
environment, and toward a clearer use of thinking abi■ities (Mosston,
1966).  ThiS Statement, ■ike most philosophy statenents, has failed to
mention the many other 80als, objectives, and Paraneters central to
teaching phys■cal educatione  Yet, it has been the methods and approaches
which a teacher uses to secure these and other qualities ■n a learner
which has been under much investigation in the past 20 years (Mosston,
1966).  Muska MOsston has pioneered in thiS investigation of teaching
styles and has been sa■d to be one of the strongest inf■uences ■n the
way profёss■onals conceptualize teaching in phys■cal education today
(Metzler, 1983b)。
Mosston developed the spectrum.of teaching styles which first
appeared in pr■nt in his 1966 book entitled Teaching Phys■ca  Educ tio .
The speclrum iS an operationa■ detign Of a■ternative teaching styles.
It is, ■n essence, a continuous andlunified structure of teaching and
learn■ng behav■ors.  The spectrun ■  based on the ax■om th t teaching´
behavior is a chain of decision―making (Mo ston, 1972)。  More
戸
||
｀
レ
 I 
Ю
ι
lspec■fiCally)(  eaごHing iS_とЪ
=09百
sEliWttbleユdec■s■OnS are made ■n r gard to
bttёLimpaot」(ptte3aration), impaCt・
“
xecution)i and POst―impact eva.uation)
|
phases of a lesson.  The″actual teaching styles emerge by ■dentify.ng
w百6-―the teacher or the students――make he・d cisionso  Mosston's (1981)
1
spectrun conta■ns eight ■odels fron which a teacher can choosel
|
The spectrum begins with command style teaching which is l
characterized by the tern teacher―maximu d cision―Fnaking (Gol「berger,
1983).  In this style the teacher makes al1 0f the dとCisions i卜
 regard
to the learn■ng process, the learner has no other role except」for the
execution of the given ■nstructio so  Command teaching cons■sぜs of
teacher instruction, explanation, andノor demonstration, studelt
execution or limitation, and teacher evaluatione  The spectruln originates
at this very dictatori。1, te cher―cごntered approaci to teachil懸 (M°SStOn,
1966).  This style of teaching has also been referred to us di.警ect style
teaching (0■iver, 1983)or what Rosenshine (1977)callS ・direct
|instruction." As the Spectrum progresses through a "direct cluster'''
I
teathing styles (Goldberger, Gerney, & Chamberlain, 1982), itipasses
the more indirect and student-centered styles of teaching (Metzler,
1983b)。
In the spectrum of teaching, Mosston (1972) identified the most
indirect and stud.ent-centered style.of teaching as the studerit's
I
designed program of teaching. This program or style is chardcterized by
I
student-maximum decision-making. The student's designed progiram, also
I
known as the iridividual program, allowb students to design tlieir own
I
program and make all of the decisions in regard to the prepaiation,
execution, and evaluatidn of a lesson. Where command style begins the
?????．????
?????
?
?
?
|
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|
|
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spectrum'as the most^direct o-r td'acherjcentered. approach to teaching, the
=leiarner;designed. ,program ends the spectrum as the most indirectt or
student-centered style bf teaching. Also included in Mosston'"s spectrum
l
of styles as indirect or student-centered teaching are the guided
I
discovery and divergent or problem-solving approaches (Mossto{, tg72).
I
fn these stylesr.teaching behavior promotes independence in ddcision-
I
making by the students. As learners they are encouraged to respond
t
individually and participate in all aspects of the learning pioce'ss
l
except for the.preparation of the lesson. Each of Mosston's dignt styles
of teaching is unique unto itself and has its own inherent
characteristics.
The purpose of this section is not to present an analysis of
I
Mosston's spe'ctrum of styles but rather to present a groundwork for a
better understanding of the continuum of teaching sty■es as il prOgresses
from directness to ihdirectness. Regardless of where a style lis
positioned on the spectrun, thO princ■pal value of a y teachilg style
lies in the conditions for learning that it can produce. That is, the
I
value of any style is reflect,ed in the relationship between tfie specific
l
teaching process and the actual learning outcomes it creates. 
,
In the past education has emphasized the more indirect a/pfoachbs to
teaching though direit teaching has been considered the most'jommon
approach found in schools today (Goldberter, 1983). Educators maintain
that more effective teaching, that is, learning, occurs when th" 16"=r,"=
"t
is allowed a more active role in the learning process (Siederrtop,
Birdwell, & Metzler , LgTg). Mosston (1966) supports tnis teflef and
I
Imaintains that progress fron the direct to the more indirect Styles of
12
teaching fosters greater learning in the four developmental channels.
IMosston ident'ifies these channels as the physical, social, emotional, and
l
cognitive d.imensions of the learner. Movement education is a new
I
approach, that is, a different than traditional approach, to[physical
education which uses llosston's more indirect styles of teachLng. Guided
discovery and divergent or problem-solving styles are integral components
of movement education.
The essence of movement education is just as much founded on an
.indirect or stud.ent-centered approach to instruction as it i'i on Rudolf
Laban's analysis of movement and the four motion factors. tf" work of
Laban in the early and mid-1900s has formed the foundationalf basis for
the modern concepts, structure, and development of movement lducation.
I
Laban's ideas and sentiments about human movement led to nislaevetopment
I
of the theory of. movement and the analjrsis of 'motion which ib composed of
I
weight, space, time, and flow (Laban, 1948). Laban's analysis of
movement initiated the creation of movement education by con],rerting
basic theories of movement into practical applications in tnl gymnasium.
I
What is movement ed.ucation as it is known in America tohay? Dauer
I
(1970) has stated that movement education represents not a new kind'of
physical education, but a new approach, a new method, and a new way of
providing learning experiences with emphasis on the individual child.
Shirte, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverrnan (1982) concluOed tlat movement
education is an indirect teaching style which maximizes 
",r""Lr" for all
i
students and equalizes the opportunity to learn for each child regardless
of specific student characteristics. Movement education hasl U""t defined
I
I
as a child―centered approach to teaching which allows for ■nd v■duality,
I
j\ I
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creativity, spontaneity, and self-discipline with the aim of developing
an-awareness of the self in the physical environrnent-(Til1otson, 1968).
Basic movement education has been a new approach'to content and method.
This "new" approach inciuded problem-solving and. has been cited as
being older than any other technique found in teaching (Gilliom, 1970).
Simply stated, movement educ'ation has been learning to move and moving
to learn (Dauer & Pangrazi, 1975). In essencer" movement education has
been a program which provides the learner with problem-solving situations.
These problem-solving situations have allowed children to discover and
experience their own movement abilities; they have'required vigorous
movement, stimulated creativity, and encouraged self-expression, all in a
noncompetitive learning environment. The essence of movement education
has been student or child-centered teaching with an indirect approach to
relaying information and content matter.
Perceptions of EffbctivenePs in Teaching
The issue at hand is'not so much the definition of various styles,
methods, and approaches to teaching as it is discerning their inherent
effectiveness and, even more, determining what actually defines or
constitutes effective and successful teaching. Before the issue of
effective and/or successful teaching can be addressed, consideration of
the subjective and reasonable beliefs of teachers much first be viewed
(Fenst,ermacher, L979). Fenstermacher states that teachers' views of
succeiss differ from researchers. He claimed that the school situation
is a compl'ex social sybtem which greatly influences the practitioners r
beliefs about their work. Fenstermacher added that the views of the
teacliers ,should become the initiatinE fbcus and primary consideration for
L4
teacher effebtivenest -'rese"t"ti., -' ' 
"
Placek (1932) address6d this issue of teachers' perceptions of
succbssful teaching vihen'she sougtit answers to direct questions about how
physical educators ,i", 
".r""ess- 
and nonsuccess in their teaching. Placek's
investigation supilorted Fenstermacher's views; she concluded that teachers'
perceptions of success were related to immediate, observable hapfenings,
specifically, student participation, student enjoyment, and appropriate
student behavior in the gymnasium. This is, the students served as the
measuring stick for the teachers' perceptions of success. Placek
determined that the primary province of success in teaching, as viewed by
teachers, focused upon the students. Specificaliy, teachers perceived
themselves as succesSful if their students were "busy, happ)r, and good"
(PIacek, 1983).
Placek (1983) recognized the discrepancies in teachers' and
researchers' view's of successful albeit effective teaching' She
maintained that researchers view effective teaching as student learning.
Placek added that if researchers continued to utilize the results of
teacher effectiveness studies to tell teachers how to become more
effective, specifically, how to produce more student learning, when, in
essence, teachers themselves do not see this as related to success in
teaching, then problems will continue to arise.
Although studies of elemeirtary classrooms have shown a positive
relationship between time-on-task (busy) and student learning (Fisher,
Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, Moore, & Berliner, 1972), the issue of
effective teaching stil1 has not been answered. Metzler (1983b) has
begun to address this issue when he states that effectiveness must be
assessed in terms of the stated goals. Metzler's belief was studentsl
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behavior rather than the teachers' behavior is the best measure of teaching
, 
,process effectivene-ss; that, iirr it was the extent to which stated goals
are reali zed, by t-ne stuAents which determines the effectiveness of the
teaching. He maintained that there is too much emphasis on teacher
behavior. The overconcern with teaching behavior and styles was diverting
researchers from attending to the better measure for'assessing
instructioiral effectiveness, namely, student behavior. This point of view
considered the teacher as an important part of the instructional
environment, yet saw the student, more specificallyl student behavior, as
the cause of student learning and determinant of teaching effectiven'ess.
In more concise terms, teacher behavior, style, approach, and/or method
only facilitated student learning; it did not determine it.
In this literature review, effective teaching was viewed from the
perspective of student behavior, that, is, learning and stated goals
(Metzler, 1983b), with special consideration for the subjective beliefs of
the teacher (Fenstermacher, 1979). The inherent effectiveness of the
various styles, methods, and approaches to teaching physical education'was
viewed from the standpoint of student behavior as a valid measure of
student learning.
While various teacher educators have advocated the use and benefits
of various approaches and styles of teaching, researchers have been unable
to assess the effectiveness of thes"e various approaches in terms of
meeting the claimed outcomes. Mosston (1972) claimed that problem-solving
and the more indirect styles of teaching stimulated divergent thinking;
gave the individual license to be different; elicited, developed, and
maintained creativity; and promoted self-actualization, in the learner.
― ―一 ― ― 一 ギ
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Hellison (1973), on the other hand, maintained that it was necessary to
investigate the effectiveness of the command style of teaching in
comparison to the more individualized indirect approaches before assessing
individualized instruction as a better teaching method.
Do the more indirect and movement-oriented styles of teaching,
movement education and those approaches using guided discovery and
problem-solving, more effectively facilitate the learning of motor ski11s
than other styles of teaching? Does movement education enhance the
acquisition of cognitive abilit,ies and desirabte effective qualities
over corunand aird. the more direct styles of teaching? Many efforts have
been made in order to answer'these questions by viewing effective teaching
using the cfiterion of student behavior, actual student learning.
In a study designed to compare conventional instruction and
movement education instruction Toole and Arink (1982) found no
significant differences in students' psychomotor development. Forty-
seven first-grade students were taught movement principles by either a
conventional, that is, direct approaCh, or a movement education
approach. The resutts indicated that the movement education approach was
no better than training provided by the traditional approach.
Yet in a series of seven studies (Lydon, L978; Mancini, 1974i
Martinek, 1976; Pirano, L977i Schempp, 1977r 1981; Viglione, tg77) which
investigated the effects of two different decision-making models--teacher.
decision-making and shared decision-makihg--on interaction patterns,
attitudes toward physical education, self-concept, motor skill, and
creativity, researchers found quite noticeable differences between the
two styles of teaching. The teacher decision-making approach (TDMA) is
|
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characterized by the teacher making all the decisions relative to the
learning process. In the shared decision-making approach (SDMA) the
students are allowed a more active role in their learning environment by
sharing in the d.ecision-making process. The TDMA is considered a more
direct and teaiher-centered approach to teaching; whereas, the SDMA is a
more indirect and child-centered approach. Each of these studies
compared the TDMA and the SDIIA in regard to specific variables of student
behavior and attitude. Findings froni these seven studies indicated that
the students in the SDMA expressed more positive attitudes toward
physical education classes (Mancini, 1974; Pirano, L977i Schempp, f981);
possessed a healthier self-concept (Lydon, 1978; Martinek, 1976; Schempp,
1981; Viglione, 1977); gained in creativity (Scnemppr 1981); and
experienced a greater amount of physical activity (Pirano, L977i Schempp,
L977; Viglione, L977) than students in the TDMA. Findings for motor skill
achievement were not so defined. Martinek (1976) and Schempp (1977)
found that the TDMA was much better than the SDMA in the development of
motor skiIls; while Lydon (1978), who required the students use task
cards, determined that there was no significant difference between the
two approaches with respect to motor skil1 development. fn the latest
study, Schenpp- (1981) reported that the SDMA was better than the TDMA in
the improvement of mot,or skiIIs. The consensus from these studies
indicated that when students are allowed a more active role in their
learning process they are more prone to develop positive attitudes
toward, pfrysicaf activity, participate'inors ih class activity, experience
more creativity, and possess healthier self-concepts then when the
teiacher is. the,sole director of the learning process.
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fn anbiher 'study, Moore, rReevgr aha piss"anos (1981) compared the
direct versus eixploration method.s of teaching the overhand throw to
_r
kinde'igarteners. Children in the exploration treatment practiced with
various.balls and targets. Children given direct instruction threw only
one type of ball and received specific demonstrations. The re'sults of
this study found that'children in the exploration classes and childreir
given direct instruction did not have different levels of throwing skill..
Shute, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman (1982) found results to be
much more extensive and conclusive.in regard to the indirect-approache
to teaching. Shute et ;1. (1982) used the Academic Learning Time in
Physical Education (ALT-PE) instrument (Siedentop, Birdwe1l, & Metzler,
L979) to describe the behavior of students in one physical educatorrs
elementary movement education classes. The ALT-PE observation instrument
can be used as a process indicator. for assessing instructional
effectiveness (Siedentop et aI., 1979). The results from this study not
only provided information with regard to student aciions as a direct
measure of the learning process but also infornation with respect to tire
potential for student achievement, the successful performance of
psychomotor and cognitive skiI1, that. exists in the more movement-
oriented, and indirect approaches to teactiing. Shute et al. (1982)
concluded that the teacher, in keeping with.the movemeht education theme
of maximizing success for all students, created a learning environment in
which all children--regardless of specific student characteristics--found
equal amounts of success and opportunity for learning.
In a study involving 96 fifth:grade'students, Goldberter, Gerney, and
Chamberlain (1982) found quite different results. Goldberger dt aI. (1982)
??
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used the followin"g styles in their investigation: practi'ce, reciprocal,
t;
an'dr inciusionl '-Thdse'styles .were included in the "direct clustei" of
Mosston's spectrum and were considered the conmon type of instruction
found in most schools today (Go1dberger, 1983). The researchers were
primarily interested in the effects of these teaching styles on
psychomotor performance. The psychomotor task selected was a hockey
accuracy task. In addition to psychomotor performance, other qualities
primarily from the affective domain were also selected for study. The
results revealed that irrespective of styIe, all three tTeatment Sroups
improved equally in their p"rfor*"r,ce of the psychomotor task. Contrary
to what has been hypothesized, the inclusion style of teaching, the most
indirect style of the three which provided the most individualized
instruct,ion, was noi found to be any more effective in motor skill
development and was not found to be particularly effective with Iow-
ability children.
Research findings have not been in unanimous agreement or
conclusive in regard to the inherent effectiveness of various styles,
methods, and approaches to teaching physical education. A consensus has
not yet been reached in terms of what type of teacher behavior better
facilitates the process of student learning (Metz]er, 1983b). In his
book How Children Learn (1982) John Holt'stated that children learn sport
movement effectivelY bY
Does this imply that the
individual abilities to
various teaching stYles?
In answer to this,
thems'elves without professional instruction.
behavior changes being measured are children's
learn rather than the potential effectiveness of
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Petersbn (1979) notes that researchers should be
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cautious about accepting the results of instructional research "carte
blanche." Some studies report that effective teaching, that is, student
learning, seems to involve a more structured or formal set of
instructional principles. These more formal instructional approaches
.seemingly 
enhance the learning of certain basic skills. Other studies
conclude that the more individualized and indirect approaches to teaching
facilitate greater learning in the psychomotor, cognitive, and
affective domains. Very simply put, Peterson (L979) sugtests that the
choice of one instructional approach over another clearly depends on the
type of learner and the educational outcomes.desired..
The preceding discussion was presented to illustrate that each style
of teaching has its own rationale and way of teachinE supported by
current studies and authorities in the behavioral sciences. It was
found that movement educators stress more divergence, cr'eat,ivity,
experiences with the dimensions of movement, cognit,ive understanding of
movements, and self-direction compar_ed to traditional teachers using the
command and more direct approaches to teaching (Wright, 1982). Movement
education is based on individuality, creativity, spontaneity, and self-
actualization of the learner. The question is to determine whether this
approach to teachirig, that is, movement education, can be perceived as an
inherently more effective way of teaching affording greater opportunity
for student learning. Can movement education and indirect teaching
produce equally if not more desirable results as command and direct
teaching taking into aicount the specific'and stated goals and the
reasonable and subjective views of the teacher? Perhaps each style of
-teachins can''better be.assessed-.by discerning and defining the teacher's
a
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objectiVes and 80als that a particular style can most effectively secure.
Studies Using the Cheffer,'_ Adaptation of
F■anders' Interaction Analysis System
Cheffers' Adaptation of Flaiders' Interaction Analysis System or
CAFIAS is not a new systematic observation instrument but an
adaptation of the Flanders. Interaction Analysis System (FIAS) (Flanders,
1960)for specific application in predominantly movement―orient
settings (Cheffers, 1972).  FIAS has been one of the most widely used
systems for cate80r■z■ng verbal behav■or occurr■ng in the classroom。
FIAS contained 10 cate30ries which were further divided into three na]or
divis ionst  teacher talk, student talk, and silence or confusion。
Teacher talk was further divided into direct and indirect approaches.
Student talk was div■ded into predictab■e response cate80r■es.  The use
of FIAS was linited in the arёa of physical education primarily because
■t only descr■b d verbal interactions.  Since much of the activ■ty in the
gymnas■un s nonverbal as we■l v rbal, there was a need to develop a
systen that cou■d measure bQth verbal and nonverbal behaViors。
Various attempts havb been made to modify FIAS so that nonverbal
behaviors common to phySibal education could be coded (Daugherty, 19713
Mancuso, 19723 Me■ograno, 1971).  Cheffers (1972)felt that the majority
of the modifications of FIAS had. shown very little evidence of valldity
and re■iability.  In an attempt to remediate these shortcom■ngs, Chёffers
developed the Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' InterdctiOn Analysis
System (CAFIAS) (Cheffers, 1972)。  CAlIAS・pernitted the recording of both
verbal and nonverbal behaviors of both the teacher and student and
allowed for a more complete descttiption of the behav■or and interaction
ケL
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patterns'witnin a phj'sical 'education setting. CAFIAS is a validated
,_ ,extension.of,"FfAS to record verbal and nohverbal behaviors. It is
specifically designed for use in describing teacher-student interactions
in predominantly physical activity settings (Cheffers, Amidon, & Rogers,
L974). Allard (L979) stated that CAFIAS was the most widely used
interaction analysis system in physical education.
CAFIAS consisted of 10 nonverbal counterparts to each of Flanders'
original 10 verbal categories; moreover, CAFfAS included additional
'categories, the eine (& ) categories, to account for interpretive
student behavior. In addition to recording verbal and nonverbal.
teacher-student behavior CAFIAS provided for the description of overall
class structure and the teaching agency. CAFIAS allowed the class to U"
coded as a whole (W), where the entire class is functioning as one unit;
part (P), where ttie class is broken into sma1l groups or students are
working individually; or (t), where no teacher influence is present.
Additionally, through postscripting CAFIAS permitted the classification
of the teaching agency as the teacher, other students, or the local
environment.
Since its development by Cheffers in L972, CAFIAS has been used in
various types of comparative, descriptive, and intervention studies in
physical education. Mancini (1974) completed the first in a series of
seven studies (Mancini, L974i Martinek, 7976i Pirano, L977i Schempp, L977,
1981; Viglione, L977; Lydon, 1978) designed to compare two
decision-making models employed in a human movement program at the
elementary 1eve1. This study delineated two decision-making approaches
and investigated their effects on student attitudes. Mancini used CAFfAS
??????
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to reveal any significant differences in the interaction patterns of the
{
tw6'd.ecisionimaking-models. The two d.ecision-making approaches includ.ed.
a teacher decision-making approach (TDMA) where the teacher has complete
responsibility for all decisions made, and a shared decision-making
approach (SDMA) where the students share in the decision-making process.
The TDMA is similar to those styles which are considered part of the
direct cluster of teaching styles (Goldberger, 1983). The SDMA is
similar in content to the more indirect styles of teaching which include
guided discovery, problem-solving, and more child-centered. teaching.
CAFIAS data revealed that the predominant interaction patterns in
the classes using the TDMA viere teacher information, followed by teacher
direction, followed by predictable stud'ent nonverbal response, followed
by more teacher direction. In the classes using the SDMA the predominant
interaction patt,erns were characterized tiy teacher information, followed
by teacher question, folIowed by student nonverbal interpretive response,
follo,wed by student verbal and nonverbal initiation, followed by teacher
acceptance and praise. Mancini (T974) also found that children given the
opportunity to share in the decision-making-process showed Breater
interaction with teachers, greater initiative behavior and contributions,
and increased variety in teaching agencies.
The char'acteristic interaction patterns of the Mancini (1974) study
were id.entified through the use of CAFIAS and were used as a criterion
measure to validate the treatment approaches in subsequent studies
(Lydon, 1978; Martinek, L976i Schempp, 1931). Martinek (1976) used CAFIAS
to validate the different teaching models and to stuily their effect on
self-concept and specific motor ski11s. Martinek found that students in
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the SDMA classes had more positive interactions with their teachers and
showed significant improvement in their self-concept scores. Ilartinek
concluded that when motor ski1l development is the prime concern, a
t,eacher-directed approach appears to be better than a shared-decision
approach, Teacher-student interaction patterns were similar to those
found by Mancini (1974),
Pirano (L977), Schempp (L977), and Viglione (1977) extended the
work of Mancini (L974) and Martinek (1976) with the TDI,IA and the SDMA
models to investigate their effects on student attitudes toward physical
activity, motor ski11 development, physical activity involvement, and
self-concept. Pirano (1977) confirrned the findings of Mancini (L974)
when she found more positive attitudes toward physical education
expressed by students in the SDMA classes. Schempp's (1977) finaings
agreed with Martinek's (1976) report that students in the TDMA classes
demonstrated significantly bet,ter motor skill performance. 0n the
othdr hand, Schempp (1977) found that students in the SDMA classes
experienced a greater amount of activity in class compared to students in
the TDMA classes. Viglione (1977) d.etermined that students in the SDMA
had healthier self-concepts and confirmed the results found by Martinek
(Le76).
Lydon (1978) like Martinek (1976) used CAFIAS as a'criterion measure
to verify the treatment effects of the two decision-making models when
she studied their effects on self-concbpt and motor skill development.
Lydon obtained similar results as Martinek (1976) in student self-concept
scores with differences in favor of the SDMA. Lydon manipulated the
decision-making v]rianfe with the intrbduction of a task card. Unlike
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Martinek (L976), Lydon found no significant differences between the two
d.ecision-making approaches with respect to motor ski1l achievement, and.
suggested that the use of a task card guided students'decision-making
efforts. The CAFIAS data revealed. similar interaction patterns as those
described in the Mancini 0974) study.
Schempp'(1981) assessed the effects of the two different models on
student attitudes, self-concept, motor skills, and creativity. Schempp
also used CAFIAS to verify characteristic interactions of the two
different approaches as treatment effects. Schempp found that students
in the SDMA classes had more positive attitudes toward physical educationl
scored higher'on self-'concept and creativity measures, and improved more
in motor skil1 development compared to the TDMA classes.
The CAFIAS instrument was used in these studies to reveal and confirm
differences in interaction patterns between the TDMA and the SDMA. CAFIAS
was instrumental in the original study (Mancini, 1974) in delineating
characteristic interaction patterns; it was used in subsequent studies
(Martinek, L976; Lydon, L978i Schempp, 1981) to verify the treatment
effect and the.characteristic interaction patterns.
Cheffers and Mancini (1978) used CAFfAS when they described the
interaction patterns and teaching behaviors on 83 videotapes which were
collected as part of the Data Bank project by Anderson (1975). Among
their findings, the investigators pointed out that there was an absence
of teacher p'aise and accept,ance and student-initiated activity
throughout the tapes. The predo'minant iritebaction patterns found for
both elementary and secondary physical education classes were mostly
extended,'teacher informatiorr-girringr. f<illowed by teacher direction and
predictable stud.ent responses. ft 
""" 
also found that physical education
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placed a greater-"":"": on participation than other subject area
classes. In,gEneral'r' in6etfiridings indicated widespredd use of direct
teacher influence, tedcher dominance of classroom activity, lack of
encouragement and questioning by teachers, and lack of student-initiated
activity.
Wright (1981) also used CAFIAS to describe the instructional
behaviors and class organization of eight movement educators. CAFfAS
data revealed that the movement educators received high scores on the
CAFIAS parameters related to teacher contribution, class structure as
one unit, teacher questioning, teacher acceptance and praise, teacher-
suggested pupil initiation, and teacher as teacher. Low scores were
recorded for silence and/or confusion, student or environment as teacher,
and class structure with no teacher influence.
CAFIAS has also been used in intervention studies. Lombardo (1979)
and Stevens (1979) studied teacher behavior on a day-to-day basis. The
first five videotapes were used as baseline data. The.next 10 days
served as a training period in which all subjects received some form of
feedback. The control group received conventional feedbeck the day
following their lesson. Those in the treatment group received
instruction and supervision.in CAFIAS. The final 5 days were used for
data collection. Both researchers found that'instruction in CAFIAS
increased, the amount of teacher praise, acceptance of students' ideas-
and actions, nonverbal questions, and empathetic behavior.
Hendrickson (1975), Rochester (1976), Vogel (L976), and Getty (1977)
also used CAFIAS in their intervention studies to train preservice
physical educators during micro-peer teaching lessons. The students in
■・“ t●
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'the contr6f droup, vieiqed ttitiir**viaeotapes and received conventional
supervisory feedback. The treatment group students viewed their
videotapes and received conventional supervisory feedback plus
instruction in CAFIAS and feedback in the form of computer printouts.
Results revealed that the classes taught by preservice teachers trained
in CAFIAS exhibited more teacher questioning, more teacher praise and
acceptance, more individual and sma11 Sroup instructionr. and more
stud.ent contribution. That is, these -researchers found that teachers
instructed in CAFIAS showed more indirect behaviors than teachers not
instructed in CAFIAS.
Steffen (1983) investigated the effects of instruction and
supervision in CAFIAS on teaching behaviors of elementary physical
education teachers. Steffen also used the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC) (Martinek & Mancini, 1979). DAC is an instructional and
intervention instrument used to measure and assess teaching behaviors
9irected toward individual students. Four .teachers were randomly
assigned to control and treatment groups. Each teacher was asked to
identify three disruptive children in a selected class. CAFIAS was used
to identify teacher behavior toward the whole class. Teacher behaviors
which were exhibited toward those three disruptive children in each class
were identifi-ed through the use of DAC.
The data revealed that following conventional- feedback the control
group exhibited only slight differences in their behaviors toward the
whole cla'ss and toward the disruptive, children. The control group
teachers were found to tie more"restrictive in their behaviors and to
utilize more directions and criticisms in their interactions with the
?
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disruptive children compared with the treatment Broup. The treatment
group teachers, on the other hand, were found to exhibit more distinct
differences in their interactions with the whole class and with the
disruptive children. Following CAFIAS and DAC feedback, the treatment
Eroup exhibited more praise and acceptance of students' ideas and actions,
asked more questions, provided more information, and allowed more student
interpretive behavior compared to their pretest behaviors and the control
group behaviors. It was concluded that teachers in the control group
continued to exhibit direct behaviors to their disruptive students and
the entire classl whereas, the teachers in the treatment group exhibited
indirect behavior to their disruptive students and the entire class.
Quinn (1982) was one of the first to investigate the lasting effects
of instruction and supervision in CAFIAS on teaching behaviors,
effectiveness, and attitudes of inservice physical educators up to 4
years later. Twenty-six physical educators were assigned to either the
control or treatment group depending on the type of supervisory feedback
they received during their teacher training. Those in the control group
received conventional supervisory feedback. Those in the treatment group
received conventional feedback plus instruction and supervision in CAFIAS.
The Teacher Performance'Criteria Questionnaire (TPCQ) was used to measure
teacher effectiveness and the Teacher Situation Reaction Test (TSRT) for
assessing attitudes toward teaching.
Significarit differences between the treatment and control Broups
were found for all 11 variables in the TPCQ. The treatment Sroup was
considered to be more effective. The teachers' attitude scores on the
TSRT also revealed significant difierlrr"". between the two Sroups. The
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treatment group was cons■dered to be more ■ndirect in the■r a ゼitudes
toward teaching than thOSe in the contro1 8roup.
It was conc■uded that physical educators who received instruction
and supervision using CAFIAS during teacher training were more indirect
in their teaching st,le and made more use of verbal and nonverbal
acceptance and praise and verbal questioning in their classeso  Their
students also exhibited more verbal and nonverba■ initiated behavio o  lt
was also concluded that all of these effects could be ma■nta■ned l to 4
years fol■owing training in interaction analysis, that is, cAFIAS.
DOsigned with the primary purpose of describing teachers' and
students' verbal and nonverbal behaviors in physical activity class,
CAFIAS has been successfully used to help teachers become more aware of
the behaviors they exhibit to Children.  As an observation instrulnent,
CAFIAS has been used tO analyze, descr■be, and compare teacher―stud nt
■nteraction behav■ors w■t  ar■ous styles of teaching3 it hap been used
as an ■ntervention ■nstrunent to hQlp teachers become more aware of the■r
behav■ors ■n the classroom, and has been sholln to have lasting effects
on those behav■ors, as well as on teacher effectiveness and attitudes for
up to 4 years later.
Academ■c Learn■ng Time_ n Phys■cal Education
AccOrding to Locke (1977)physical educators have treated the
gynnasium as a ・bl ck box" Where students, teachers, and curricula have
been placed in the gym for a per■od of tine and no attempt is made to
descr■be the process ■n l arn■nge  Locke concluded that fa■lure o look
inside the llblack box" Of the gymnasium and, in particular, failure to
c6nfirm treatnent c6nditions, hhs reduced most experimental investigations
〔
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..3f tg.:t,ing methodology to meanirigless nonsense. In the quest to more
clearly understand the physlcal education class and to overcome the
liniitation of riany earlier studies of pedagogy in physical educationl rr€w
approaches have been borrowed from research in other subject matter areas.
During the early L97O' s a major research effort was initiated by Far
West Laboratory of Educational Research and Development. The project was
called The Begiruring Teacher Evaluatibn Studies (BTES) (Fisher et al.,
Lg72). Though not the original intention, the main objective of the
study became to identify teacher and student classroom behavior relative
to achievement in elementary reading and mathl ' The "Tin-dings' revealed
t,hat time was the most importd,nt variable in the learning process
research team decided to study the time variable more thoroughly. Fisher
et al . (Lg72) determined that th" t"rdniJg pro""ss 'includ.ed. two time
variables and two non-time variables: allocated tide (time apportioned
for learning a task), engaged time (the percentage of allocated time in
which students are actively responding), task relevancy (the degree to
which an activity can be viewed as'contributing to an identified
academic goal), arid success rate (for the engaged task).
A teaching process model including these two time and non-time
variables was constructed. The model became known as Academic tearning
Time (ALT). ALT was initially used as 
" 
rro)"""-product measure of
teaching'effectiveness. ALT,was defined as the amount of time a studeirt
spend.s engaged in a relevant learning task with a high success rate
(Marliave, 1-976a). lfne empirical testing of the teaching process model
ALT consequently be'came the major goal of subsequent phases of the
project (Marliave, 1976b),
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1n the ALT model, teachiind had s・x functions:  diagnos■s,
prescription, presentation, student activity, feedback, and monitoring.
According to Fisher, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishawb Moore, and Berliner
(1979), the ALT instructional model did not dictate rigid behavior
patterns for teachers ■n any function.  The teaching functions could be
fulfi■led by a w■de range of divers■ied teacher behav■ors.  The
researchers stiessed the ■mportance of fulfilling these var■ous functions,
but emphasized that there were many ways to fulfill them。
The BTES research indicated that effective teaching muSt be v■ewed
in terms of stud.ent behavior, that isr how 
"t.rJ"rrt" spend time in class,
and student achievement rather than in terms of t,eacher behavior. fio*
the ALT perspective teachbr behaviors are mediating variables that can
affect (increase or decrease) the amount of student learning (Metz1er,
1983b). Student learning is measured through accrued ALT. The
effectiveness of teacher decision-making' and instructional behavior,
therefore, as measured by the ALT instrument, was determined by the
extent to which a teacher could affect the amount of ALT accrued .by
students.
Metzler (1980) originally modified the BTES' ALT instrument.for use
in the'physical educat'ion context.. Metzler demonstrated that ALT data
could be cbllected reliably in physical education at the elementary and
secondary leveIs. The concept of ALT as a process ind.icator of teacher
effectiveness in physical activity learning settings was first propbsed
by Siedentop et al. (1979). Siedentop 
-et a1. (1979) extend.ed the
original concepts of ALT developed from research d.ofle in math and reading
to physical education. This model was called'Academic Learning Time in
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Physical Education (ALT-PE).
Initially the ALT-PE system included four major categories: setting,
content general and physical education, learner moves, and task
difficulty. Twenty-five categories were utilized to further explain the
major categories. ALT-PE was originally defined as the amount of time
students spend in class activity engaged in relevant overt responding,
including both cognitive and motor responses, at a high success rate
(Metzler, 1983a). A subvariable, the category labeled ALT-PE (M)r
was included to identify when the target student was engaged in a
relevant motor task with an easy level of difficulty.
Siedentop, Tousignant, and Parker (1982) revised the original ALT-PE
system in order to make it easier to use. This revised system is the
present form of ALT-PE and is known as "General ALT-PE." General ALT-PE,
like its predecessor, focused on the most crucial element in the
educational setting, the learner (Anderson, 1983). General ALT-PE is
concisely defined as the amount of time that a student is successfully
engaged in a relevant mot,or task with a high degree of success (Siedentop
et aI., 1982).
The present ALT-PE instrument includes three major subdivisions at
the context level: Eeneral content, subject matter knowledge, and
subject matter motor. Two'major subdivisions are included at the learner
involvement leveI: not motor-engaged and motor engaged. There are 13
categories within the subdivisions of the context leve1 that describe
the nature of the class environment and 8 categories within the learner
involvement l<ivel: that describe individua] student behavior.
Comparisons mad.e between the origJnal ALT-PE (Siedentop et al., LgTg)
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and, the revised ALT-PE (Siedentop et al., L982) syst,ems showed that the
original ALT-PE instrument contained four decision levells and. four major
categories; whereas, the revised system contained only two decision
levels. The revised system omitted the setting category and expanded the
content physical education category of the original system to include
subject matter knowledge and subject matter motor. The general content
categories remained basically the same in both the original and revised
systems. The only difference in general content categories was the
original systeh included waiting as a categoryi whereas, the 
-revised
system eliminated waiting and included warm-up as a category. The
major difference in these two systems was evidenced in what constitutes
actual ALT-PE by the learner. The original-ALT-PE system included
learner cognitive and motor activity as accrued ALT-PE; the revised
system considered only motor appropriate learner motor activity as
accrued ALT-PE. The original system incorporated motor appropriate
activity in its content physical education cateSory under easy, medium,
cognitive, and indirect levels. Aside from these differences between the
original and revised ALT-PE instruments, all other categories and
subdivisions remained essentially the same.
There has been said to be a tremendous lack of process-product
research in physical education (Graham & Siedentop, 1978). However, the
determinant variables of ALT-PE (task relevancy, motor engagement, and
high success rate) have been found to formulate a sound theoretical
pbrspective from which to analyze student opportunities to acquire the
skil1s and'knowledge of motor play activities. (l'letzler, 1982). Though
the research foundation of the BTES' ALT instructional model was centered
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on el'em-entary r-eading and"math, the theoretical aspects of ALT were
directly adaltable to the teaching of motor play skills. McLeisch (1981)
stated that time-on-task, academic learning time, and opportunities to
learn were one in the same and was the vital component of effective
teaching. He emphasized that the ALT-PE system focused. on this major
component in evaluating effective teaching in physical education. Various
researchers in the field of physical education have used the ALT-PE
instrument to describe physical education classes at the elementary,
junior hith, secondary, and college levels.
In the initial ALT-PE field study, Metzler (1980) measured the
amount of ALT-PE accrued by students in a variety of physical education
settings. This st,udy was undertaken to determine whether the original
ALT instructional instrument developed for use in the BTES research of
classroom teaching could be used in physical education. The study
involved 33 classes, 11 each at the elementary, junior high, and senior
high school leveIs. The classes were observed from three to'seven times
each. The descriptive statistics used to anaLyze each 1evel were
allocated time, ALT-PE, and ALT-PE(M). Metzler concluded that the
direct and task categories accounted for 997" of the time variable in
setting. Additionally, 757" of the time devoted to conterit mat,erial was
spent in specific physical education activity. It was found that
elementary students, in general, were engaged in physical education
content LL.87. more of the time than secondary students. This initial
field study established the valub of ALT-PE as a systematic observation
instrument in physical education.
ALT-PE records now exist, for elementary, secondary, and college
, 
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"trA"rrt"l for traditional and movement education approaches to
elementary physical'education; and for a representative variety of
movement forms including team, individual, and life-time sports,
gymnastics, rhythms and dance, and fitness activitie-s (Dodds, 1983).
Shute, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman (1982) used the ALT-PE
instrument for a descriptive analysis of one physical educator's
elementary school movement education classes. The ALT-PE descriptive
data were collected to answer the following questions:
1. What are the overall ALT-PE patterns for all students in a
\
movement education instructional mode?
2. In what respects do student ALT-PE patt,erns show differences
for girls and boys?
3. In what respects do student ALT-PE patterns show differences
for special and nonspecial needs categories?
4. fn what respects do student ALT-PE patterns show differences
for high, medium, and low ski1l levels?
The subjects for this study included 105 elementary school children
in 20 classes ranging from grade K-6 anh one female physical educator in
her first year of teaching.. There were 60 boys and 45 girls, and 11
students were identified as special needs children. A11 students were
classified into high-, medium-, and low-skilled groups based on the
teacher's perceptions of how successfully they performed movement skills.
A total of 147 observations were mad.e-on these stud.ents. 0n1y the
naturally occurring events of teaching and learning were recorded and
descriptively analyzed to identify patterns and. associations in
movement education.
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The data revealed that students rated by the teacher as high-,
medium-, and low-skilled were engaged in physical education content
activities similar percentates of time; 8O"1, 782, and 782; respectively.
The data concluded that there were no significant discrepancies in the
teacher's treatment of girls and boys; special and nonspecial neeids
students; and high-, medium-, and low-skill students. In keeping with
the movement education theme of maxihizing success for all students,
regardless of special characteristics, the ALT-PE of the children in
these classes indicated that all students received similar and equal
treatment. The movement educator did indeed equalize the opportunity to
learn for all children.
In a study conducted by Godbout, Brune1le, and Tousignant (1983),
the ALT-PE instrument was usdd to determine how much ALT-PE was
experienced by elementary and secondary school students during regular
physical education classes. The subjects were 30 elementary and 31
secondary physical education teachers. Subjects were observed twice
over a 2-month period. The researchers reported that the secondary
students accrued significantly more ALT-PE than element,ary students,
36,57" compared with 31 .37,, tespectively. I,lhen class groups were involved
in physical education content activities, the individual target students
were effectively engaged 507" of the time. Ftom 19% to 342 of class time
was spent on activities other than physical education content activities.
The researchers concluded that better management of students' time might
significantly increase the percentage of student ALT-PE in a given class
period.
Intervention and experimental investigations using the ALT-PE
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instrument have est'ablished a stron8 case that several relatively simple
changes in" what teachers do can increabe ALT-PE over baseline levels.
Birdwell (1980) used an intervention package to change teaching behaviors
and to examine the effect of such changes on student ALT-PE. Techniques
that worked included increasing teacher feedback to students and reducing
managerial time. Birdwell found these techniques were successful in
changing teachers' behaviors and increasine ALT-PE. Paese (1982) obtained
the same results, that is, increased student ALT-PE, by using task cards
for studerits and changing game rules and structures. In swimming classes
for children ages 5, 6, arrd 7, McKenzie (1980) found that applying
behavior analysis strategies of timeout for disruptive behavior and
posting completed tasks as a positive reinforcement also increased
stud.ent ALT-PE.
Further ALT-PE data have been collected for students possessing
particular characteristics such as special needs or disabilities.
Aufderheide, 01son, and Templin (1981) conducted a study to determine
the degree to which mainstreamed handicapped and regular students had an
equal opportunity to learn. The students included 34 junior high school
students and four teachers. A mainstreamed handicapped and a
nonhandicapped student were coded in each of the 17 classes. The results
revealed no significant differences in the amount of ALT-PE accrued'by
regular and handicapped students, 45.92 compared with 44,97"'
respectively. Handicapped students were found to be engaged more often
in ALT-PE than regular studentd, 58.67..bompardd with 54.32. However,
regular studen*ts acbrued more ALT-PE(M) than handicapped stud.ents, 9.L7.
compared with 8.02, respectively.
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ALT-PE,and CAFIAS were utilized in an investigation which
compared the interaction patterns and the ALT-PE of low- and high-
burnout secondary physical educators (Mancini, Wuest, C1ark, & Ridosh,
t982). Subjects included 20 physical ed.ucators classified into low-
burnout (n = 10) and high-burnout (g = tO) groups. Results indicated
that low-burnout teachers exhibited significantly more praise and
acceptance of the students' ideas and actions and interacted more
frequently with their students than high-burnout teachers. 'High-burnout
teachers had less ALT-PE recorded for their students.
Dodds (1983) made the first attempt to correlate what teachers do
when t,hey teach with what ALT-PE indicates students do when they learn.
The purfiose was to discover the relationships which appear when studentsr
behaviors, as measured by ALT-PE (Siedentop et aI., L979), and a
teacher's behaviors, as measured by the Tharp-Gallimore Coaching
Behavior Observation Instrument (Thaxp & Gallimore, Lg76) ro"r" 
"o*p.="d
directly. This analysis centered on the following questions:
1. What were typical class days like for the students and'the
teachers?
2.
unit of
3.
were the
4.
What ALT-PE patterns appeared when class sessions were the
analys is ?
behavior
together?
The
What teacher behavior patterns appeared when class sessions
unit of analysis?
What are the direct relationships present between teacher
and student learning time when these events are considerbd
subjects included one intercollegiate Division f varsity
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lacrosse coach and 17 students in her physical education skiIIs class.
Thirty-six observations were equally distributed across the 17 st,udents
during eight class sessions which were randomly dispersed across the whole
semester. Pearson product-moment correlations (r) between. categories
were used to determine whether rerlationshir" 
"*rfr"d -between specific
teacher behaviors' and student learning rneasures.
The ALT-PE percentages revealed that 857. of class time was spent in
content physical education dith skil1 practiie accounting for 46% of l-he
total and knowledge accounting for 377. of the total. It was found that
of the 867" of class time spent on lacrosse, 2L"/' of the time was sPent
waiting, usually for a turn, and students engaged in lacrosse content were
successfully engaged 497. of the time.
In an average class session, the teacher emitted almost 600 behaviors;
one-third directed to individuals and two-thirds to the class as a whole.
Instructions, cues, and praises accounted for the majority of the
instructional moves in the teacher's behavior.
The correlations (I) for teacher behavior categories and selected
ALT-PE measures yielded 29 statistically significant correlations. This
indicated that some teacher behaviors appeared quite regularly at the
same time as particular student behaviors. When learners were in a
content physical education kno*ledge mode, the teacher instructed,
criticized, and demonstrated mistakes but was not 1ikely to praise.
During ski1l practice, students performed motor skills while the teacher
praised quite fraqrer,tfy but did not often insfruct, criticize, or
demonstrate mistakes. Correlations showed that the teacher generally
gave new or additional information or criticism or demonstrated mistakes
て,       ´ ・_     '`              ´ ャン● ~ . び
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while students were unsuccessfully perform■ng lacrosse skills.
DЭdds (1983)concluded that there really were no easy answers for
teachers who wanted to do the right things to produσhigh ALT―PE for
their Studこn so  Successful engagement with subject matter (ALT units)
wasrゞelated to only 3 of the 12 teacher bbhav■ors and successful ■otor
engagenent (ALT―PE units)did not appear at all in the table of
significant c6rre■ations.  This study confirmed the complexities involved
■n teaching as related to learn■ng.
With respect to ALT―PE, Anderson (1983)commented that all coding
systens have their linitations and can only portray a "mere shadow" of
the real world of the gymnasium.  Yet, he concluded that ALT―PE g s at
the cruc■al information and that the selection, class■fication, and
delineation of ALT―PE cate30r■s reveal important and useful demarcations
regarding events ■n the gymnas■une
Summary
Educational researchers have bOen ■nv stigating t acher―student
intёraじtions for almOst 50 years (Allard, 1979).  Researchers in
physical education have been studying teaching methodologies and
approaches to instruction for a■most 20 yea s (Mosston, 1966)。  Mosston
(1966)has been the forerunner in this investigation of teaching styles
through his conceptualization and development of the spectrun of styles
(1966).  Ntlmerous studies have been undertaken since the developmёt of
the spectrum to ■solate, identify, promote and establish var■ous
approaches and/or‐styles of teaching (Cheffers & Mancini, 19783
Goldberger et'al., 19825 Lydon, 1978夕 Mancini, 1974, Martinek, 1976J
Moore et al., 1981, Pirano, 1977, Schempp, 1977, 1981, Shute et al。, 19823
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In recent years, the trendi■n educatioh has been toward the more
indiieこt ana' child_cehtereo,apprOaches to teachin3o  MOVement education is
based on problem―solfing and guided discovery, which are Mosston'S more
indirect and child―Centered styles of teaching (Mosston, 1966).  Yet,
research has not been conclusive with the respect to the inherent
effectiveness of one style or approach.  Peterson (1979)warns of
accepting exper■m ntal research regarding instructional effectiveness
"carte blanche."
Fenstermacher (1979)stated that when perceiving effectiveness in
teaching that teachers' views of success differ fron those of researchers'.
When teaching effectiveness is investigated, researchers must
consider the subjective and reasonable beliefs of the teacher.  Metzler
(1983)claimed that the teaching effectiveness of any style must be
assessed in terms of stated 80als, that is, the extent to which stated
goals are realized by the students w■■l determ■ne th  ■nherent
effectiveness of any teaching or teaching style.
Various systematic observation instruments have been developed in
physical education to enab■e a mor  o jective investigation of teaching
methodology and style.  ALT―PE (SiedentOp et al。, 1982) is one
observation ■nstrument which has been used in numerous types Of studios
to investigate student behavior as a neasure of teacher effectiveness
(Aufderheide et al。, 19813 Birdwell, 19803 Dodds, 19833 Godbout
et al., 1983; Mancini et al。, 11982, McKenzie, 19823 Metzler, 19803
Paese, 19823・Shute et al。, 1982)。  Teaching effectiveness in ALT―PE is
ref■ected in the amount of ALT―PE that students accrue while ■n phys■cal
???
education. I
CAFIAS is another observational instrument, developed by Cheffers
(L.972), -for use .in the gymnasium..- CAFIAS records the verbal and
nonvefbal behaviors of both teach6rs and students and allows a complete
description of the behavior and interaction patterns in activity'and play
settings. Teacning effectiveness in CAFIAS is reflected in the amount of
positive teacher-student interaction that results throughout a class.
Many researchers have used CAFIAS to measure the effects of various styles
of teaching in the Bymnasium (cheffers & Mancini, 1978; Lydon, L978;
Mancini/ L9741 Martinek, 7976; Pirano, 1977; Schempp, L977, 1981;
Viglione, 1977). CAFIAS has also been used as an intervention
instrument to help preservice and inserviie physical educators become
more effective in their t,eaching (Hendrickson, 19751 Lombardo, L979;
Quinn, 1982; Steffen, 1983; Stevens, L979).
Both the ALT-PE and CAFIAS systematic observation instruments have
provided important, useful, and specific information in regard to what
is happening.in the gym. Each style of teaching, approach, and
methodology has its own raticinale for instruction. The information these
instruments provide in conjunction with the intentions of the style and/
or approach, the stated goals and objectives (of tne lesson), and the
teachers' subjective beLiefs can help in the quest toward discovering
and attai,niirg a clearer understanding of what comprises effective
teaching.
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Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter outlines the methods and procedures that were used for
gathering the data for this investigation. The chapter is divided into
eight sections: selection of subjects, testing instruments, procedures,
method of data collbction, intraobserver agreemeht and coder reliability,
scoring of data, treatment of dat.a, and summary.
Selectio+ of Subjects
The subjects for this investigation were a female elementary
physical education teacher from the central New York area and 30 children
from two first-grade classes. The investigator chose a physical education
teacher who used both the command and the movement education styles of
teaching throughout her 10 years of teaching experience. The investigator
received the subjects' permission to participate in this study through
the use of informed consent forms (Appendix A and B). The teacher was
asked to teach two unit plans involving the same physical education
content matt,er but using the- two different styles of teaching under
investigation. The physical educator taught two first-grade physical
education classes using a single method of instruction for each class for
the entire length of the unit. Three target students from each were
randomly selected for observation during each day of the unit; thus 15
students were observed from each class. The children in these classes
were not labeled or identified for any teason throughout this
investigation.
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Testing lnstruments
Academic Learning Tine in Physical・Education (ALT―PE) (SiedentOp,
Tousignant, & Parker, 1982)and Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders!
Interaction AnalysiS (CAFIAS) (Darst, Mancini, & Zakraj sek, 1983)were the
observational inStrunents dピed t。,measure the behaviors and interaction
patterns ■n this study.  ALT―PE is conc■sely defined as the anount of
time that a‐s udent'is succごsf lly engaged in a relevant mOtOr task with
a high rate of success.  The ALT―PE observationa■ instrument uses
student activ■ty n the gymnas■um as a valid measure of the effectiveness
of the teaching taking place.  ALT―PE utilizes a 6-second interval
recording systemo  Selected or target students are observed throughout
a class,、 nd the■r behav■ors are class■fied to determ■n  and descr■be the
type and anount of student involvement in physical educatione  ALT―PE was
used in this study to compare and contrast the type of student behav■r
and involvement found between the two different styles of teaching。
CAFIAS is an observationa■ instrune t developed pr■marily fo  physical
activity settingse  The CAFIAS instrument Objectively reads both verbal
and nonverbal behaviors of both the teacher and the students and
■dentifies the spec■fic teaching agency as well as class structure.  In
CAFIAS, behav■ors are recorded every 3 seconds or every time a behav■r
changese  CAFIAS was used in this study as a nethod of recording the
behav■ors and interaction patterns between the teacher and students ■n
the two different styles of teaching under ■nvestigation。
Procedures
The teacher was videotaped using two
The physical education content matter and
different styles of teaching.
grade Ievel taught were the
|
?
?
?
、
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same for tie twot'styl-es of teac-niig.. Twoi'first-grad.e classes were taught
i.
a 5-day unit, in manipulative and*ballahandling skills. Each class was
expoSed to one'method of, instruction forthe entire length of the unit.
The teacher was videotaped during the entire length of the unit.
Throughout the course of the videotaping the teacher was asked to wear a
wireless microphone, whi'ch did not interfere with her teaching. Three
target students were randomly selected from each class for observation
during each day of the uniti 15 students were observed from each class.
Method of Data Collection
Data for analysis were obtained from the videotapes of the teacher.
videotapes were coded by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert coder in
use of ALT-PE'and CAFIAS.
Intraobserver Agreement and Coder Reliability
Intraobserver agreement was used in this study to determine and
establish the coder's reliability using the ALT-PE instrument. Two
videotapes were rindomly selected and coded using ALT-PE during two
independent sessions. The scored-interval method as described by Hawkins
and Dotson (1975) twas used. The intraobserver agreement or r0A was
calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of
disagreements and multiplying the results by 100 (Herson & Barlow, L976).
rn determining the reliability of the coderrs CAFTAS coding, one
videotape was selected, at random to be coded using CAFIAS on two
independent obserriation sessions. The top 10.cells for each session were
ranked, and the spearman rank-order correlation was applied to the two
sets of rankings.
??????
??
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Scor■ng of Data
The data co■■ected fron the coding of CAFIAS were transferred onto
the computer_ or ana■ys■s. The data were compiled intO percentages and
ratios for the 20 CAFIAS variablёs as well s the resulting ■nte act ion
patternso  The data co■l cted by the ALT―PE instrunent were computed
manually and then compiled into percentages and ratios.
'Treatment of Data
Descriptive statistics were used to determine whether differences in
teaching behavior, interaction patterns, and student learning as defined
by CAFIAS and ALT-PE existed between the two different styles of
t,eaching. The pereentages and ratios for the CAFIAS and ALT-PE
categories were visually compared to help determine these relative
differences.
Summary
The subjects for this investigation were a female physical education
teacher from the central New York area and 30 children, 15 each from two
first-grade classes. The teacher was asked to teach a unit involving the
same physical education content matter using two different styles of
teaching--direct and indirect. Two first-grade cfasses were chosenl
each was taught a 5-day unit in manipulative and ball-handling skiIls.
Each class was exposed to only one style of teaching. The instructor was
videotaped throughout both 5-day units for the entire length of the unit.
The videotapes were coded by a reliable coder trained in CAFIAS and
ALT-PE. The CAFIAS system was used to record the interactions between
the teacher and the whole class. The data collected through CAFIAS were
transferred onto the computer for analysi.q. The computer scoring of
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CAFIAS yielded percentages for each of the 20 CAFIAS variables, which
were compaEed by visual analysis. The ALT-PE instrument was used to
measure the amount of time students were actively involved in a task.
Three target students were randomly selected for observation during
each class period. The data collected by ALT-PE were computed manually
and compiled into percentages and ratios for the ALT-PE variables.
These variables were then compared by visual analysis. Descriptive
statistics were used to calculate the differences betwebn the two
different styles of teaching in teacher and student behaviors, and visual
comparisons were used to determine the differences in teacher-student
interaction patterns.
Chapter 4
. ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results found when comparing conunand and movement education
style teac[riqe with respect to, teach.el 
_b;havior and interaction patterns
and stident .involvement.-are_ presente"dl in this chapter. One female! '1.
elementary physical education teacher was asked to teach two 5-day units
in manipulativ'e and ball-handling skills to two first-grade classes.
Both units contained the same physical education content matter; each was
taught using a different style of teaching. The CAFIAS (Cheffers; L972)
observation instrument was used to measure the behavior and interaction
patterns between the teacher and.her students. The revised Academic
Learning Time in Physical Education (ALT-PE) instrument (Siedentop,
Tousignant, & Parker, 1982) was used to identify how students (tt = gO)
spent their time in c1ass.
Coder Reliability and Intraobserver Agreement
In order to establish coder reliability for this study, two
videotapes were randornly selected to be coded using CAFIAS on two
independent observation sessions by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert in
coding CAFIAS. The mean correlation of .984 that was found w6.s
sufficient to indicate that the coder was reliable.
In order to determine intraobserver agreement (I0A) for the ALT-PE
coding, the scored-internal method as described by Hawkins and Dotson
(1975) was used. Two randomly selected videotapes were coded
on two independent observation sessions by Dr. Victor H. Mancini.
Reliability was determined for each of the categories of the ALT-PE
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recording: instrumdnt by dividing the
plus disagreements- and multipfyi'n'g Uy
ranged.fronf 92.07" to LO07".
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nunOer of agreements by agreements
100 (Herson & Barlow, 1976). I0A
CAFIAS Results
The use bf the major CAFIAS parameters by the physical education
teacher with cbmmand and movement education style teaching is summarized
in Table 1. Visual comparisons indicated that differences existed in the
CAFIAS patteins of the teacher with the two different styles of teaching.
The most significant differences existed in the teacher's use of
questions, acceptance, and praise. With movement education the teacher
asked.more questions, gave more acceptance, and used more praise both
verbally and nonverbally r.rith her students. There were also differences
in teacher-suggested student-initiated responses. In the movement
education styIe, students initiated more verbal and nonverbal responses
on suggestion of the teacher than in command style. The tot61 student-
initiated response, teacher-suggested, was greater in movement
education than command while student-suggested student-initiated
response, both verbally and nonverbally, was greater in the command style.
The percentages of behaviors in each CAFfAS category for commd,nd and,
movement education style teaching are shor'm in Figure 1. visual
comparisons revealed differences in the 20 CAFIAS teacher and student
behaviors between the two different styles of teaching. In comparison to
the command style teaching, the teacher in the movement ed.ucation style
exhibited much more verbal praise and acceptance toward. her student,s.
There was slightly more nonveibal praise and, acceptance in the movement
education style as we1l. The teacher asked more questions both verbally
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Use of Major
Tab■e l
CAFIAS Paranetersby the T acher
CAFIAS Parameters Command
Movement
Education
Teachler' Coirtribution, Verbal (TCV)
Teacher_ Contribution, Nonverbal (TCNV)
Total Teacher Contribution (TTC)
Student Contribution, Verbal (SCV)
Stud.ent Contribution, Nonverbal (SCI{V)
Total Student Contribution (TSC).
Silence- and/or Student to Student Nonverbal
Interaction (S)
Confusion and.for Student to Student Verbal
Interaction (C)
Totdl Silence and/or Confusion and/or Total
Student to Student Verbal and Nonverbal
Inte"raction (SCf)
Teacher Use of'Questioning, Verbal (TQRV)
Teacher Use of Questioning, Nonverbal (TQRNV)
Total Teacher Use of Questioning (TTQR)
Teacher Use of Acceptance and Praise, Verbal (TAPRV)
Teacher Use of Acceptance and Praise, Nonverbal
(TAPRNV)
Total Teacher Use of Acceptancg and praise (ftefn;
43.02
10。76
53。78
11。54
29。29
40.82
1。19
4。20
5。39
9。14
4。94
8.29
16.19
16。14
16。18
43。79
9。08
52。87
17.16
25。70
42.86
。73
3。54
4。27
44。55
73。63
48。35
80。12
71.33
78。36
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Table 1 (continued)
Use of Major CAFIAS Parameters by the Teacher
CAFIAS Paraneters
'Movement
Command Education
Student Verbal Initiation, Teacher Suggested 49,29 85.37
(SVITSR)
Student Nonverbal Initiation, Teacher Suggested
(sNvrrsR) B.iZ 77.84
Total Student Initiation, Teacher Suggested
(rsrrsn) 27 .r5 80.86
Student Verbal fnitiation, Student Suggested
(svrssR) 28.65 t5.2L
Student Nohverbal Initiation, Student Suggested
(sNvrssR) 20.54 6.62
Total Student Initiation, Student Suggested
(TSrssR) 24.7t 10.25
Content Emphasis, Teacher Input (Cfff) 38.36 40.67
Percent of Verbal Emphasis (CEVI) 58.77 64,49
Percent of Nonverbal Emphasis (CENVI) 41.23 35.51
Teacher as Teacher (TT) 98.86 99.17
Other Students as Teacher (ST) 0 .0
The Environment as Teacher (ET)- 1.14 .83
Class Structure in One Unit (W) 85.42 98.40
Class Structure in Individual or Group (P) L4.28 1.60
???
、
?
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Table 1 (continued)
of Major CAFIAS Parameters by the Teacher
11
Movement
EducationCAFIAS Parameters
Class Structure wiゼh,No・T acher lnfluence (1) 00.30????
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and nonverbally in the movbment education style, while in the conunand
style the teacher spent more time giving information and directions, both
verbally,and nonverbally. The teacher also spent more time giving verbal
criticism.in the command style. The.amount of nonverbal criticism
between the two styles was essentially the same. In the command styIe,
there was much more verbal and nonverbal predictable student response.
fn the movement education style, there was more verbal and nonverbal
interpretive student response. There were little differences in the
amount of verbal and nonverbal student-initiated response and silence
and/or student-to-student nonverbal interaction between the two styles.
There was more confusion and/or student-to-student verbal interaction in
the command style.
The most frequent interaction patterns and their percentages of
occurrence for both the conunand and movement education style. teaching are
presented in Table 2. The interaction patterns of the physical educator
in the command style teaching were characterized by extended teacher
information-giving followed by teacner directibn and predictable student
response followed by more teacher direction (5-5-6-8-6). This was the
predominant interaction pattern exhibit6d in the command style. This
was followed by extended predictable student behavior which was followed
by more t,eacher information-giving and. teacher direction (g-g-5-6).
Other interactioir patterns characteristic to the command style were
extended student-to-student interpretive interaction or game pray
(e-10-& ); teacher direction followed by interpretive student response
(6-& ); and student-initiated behavior followed by teacher criticism
(e-7).
r     く,  …
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Table 2
' Surnmary of the Most Frequent CAFIAS Interaction
Patterns and Percentages of Occurrence
Between Conmand and Movement Education'
*{* t i*
.: ]styr"" of t'eachingir
-t
' Command
! --.
Interact,ion Percentage of
Patterns 0ccurrence
Movement
Interaction
Patterns
Education
Percentage. of
0ccurrence
5-5-6-8-6
8-8-5-6
S-10-8
6-6
9-7
48。90
14。47
7.04
3。02
1。69
S-3-6
4-ふ
S-2-6
8ヽ-8
6-8
8、-5
16。34
9。84
8。66
7.21
3.61
3.10 ?
?
5-5-6-8二6
8-8-5-6
8-10-3
Interaction Pattern Description
Extendbd teacher information-giving followed by teacher
direction followed by student predictable response
followed by more teacher direction.
Extended student predictabte Uenalior followed by teacher
information-giving followed by teacher direction.
Extended student-to-student interpretive behavior or
game play
Teacher direction followed by student interpretive
response.
6-お
9-7
8-3■6
■
4-3
8-2-a
S―&
6-8
&-5
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・     :Table・2 (continued)
=Studёn~t initidted behav■or f01lowed by teacher cr■tic■sm.
Student interpretive behavior followed by teacher
accebtance fol■owed by more student interpretive behav■o■。
Teacher question followed by student intざrpretive
behav■ore
Student interpretive behav■or followed by teacher pra■se
followed by more student interpretivこ behav or。
Extended student interpretive behavior.
Teacher direction fol■OWed by student predictable
response
Student interpretive behavior followed by teacher
information-giving.
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The interaction patterns of the physical educator in the movement
education, style teachihg were characterized by interpretive student
behavior followed by teachdr acceptance' ahd more interpretive.student
behavior'. (& -3-& ). roilowing the ieacner questions the stud.ents
exhibited more interpretive responses (4-& ). fntdrpretive student
r-esponse Ied .to t'e'acliLer pr'aise which 1ed to more interpretive student
responses (& -2-8\ ). Extended interpretive student behavior (8r -& ),
teacher directions followed by predictable student responses (6-8), and
int,erpretive student behavior followed by teacher information-giving
(8\ 
-5) also characterized the movement education style of teaching.
ALT―PE Results
The percentates for the ALT-PE categories with respect to the
command and the movement education styles of teaching are summarized in
Table 3. Visual compdrisons of the data indicated that differences
existed between the two. styles of teaching.
Significant differences were found at the context leveI. In the
area of general content, during the conmand style teaching, 36.52'of
the class time'was devoted to general content as compared to 19.12 with
thb movement educition style. The teacher, using the command style,
allocated 2L.87. of the time to transition activities compared to 1-,z.L%
for the movement education style. When taught using the command style
students spent more time in managerial and warm-up activities. The
teacher using the command'style allocated 3.32 of class time to
managerient activities and il':*.4"l to warm-up; when teaching using the
movement education style the.teacher allocated .77. and.6.2Z,
respectively, to these activit.ies.
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Table 3
Percentages for ALT-PE Categories
Categories ConLmanda
Percentages
Movementb
Education
Percentages
Context Level
General Content
Transit,ion
MJnagement
Break
Warm-up
Sduject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
RuIes
Social Behavior
Break
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
36. 5
21.8
3.3
.0
11. 4
L9.9
ts.2
.0
3.4
.0
L.2
43.6
28,6
.0
15. 1
.0
19. 1
t2.t
.7
.0
6.2
15. 5
10. 1
.4
4.3
.0
.7
65.4
51.3
.0
14.1
.0
?
?
?
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Table
Percentages
3 (continued)
for ALT-PE Categories
」
?
Cate80r■es｀ . iommanda
Percentages
'Mov"*"htb
Education
Percentages
←?
（
Learner fnvolvement
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
0ff-task
0n-task
Cognitive
(
Engaged
Motor
Motor
Motor
appropriate
inappropriate
supporting
64。3
00
8。4
4。8
23。8
27。4
35。7
23。0
11。2
1。5
40.5
.4
1。3
1。8
16。3
20.7
59。5
44。1
15.4
00
tTot.l intervals = 669,
bToa"I intervals = 676,
‐‐¬
__ ダ   ・
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1,peveral‐differences,occurred、in・the subject matter knowledge area.
Thё
・tefざier,usingrthe‐conlFnand istデie of teaching devoted 15.2% of class
tine to. ransmitti18 in「orlation C°ncer ■g technique compared to when
I ・              ■
uS inを the movenent education style.  Slight differences also existed in
the amount of tine spent on rules and backgroundo  The teacher using
the movenent education style al■ocated mOr time to rule―giving (4。3Z)
compared to when she taught usi■g command style (3.4%), whereas, the
teacher when using command style spent slightly more time in giving
information regarding background (1.2Z)compared to movenent education
(.7%).
Significant differences existёd i  the subject matter motor area:
In the coIIlrnand style c■sses the tёacher allocated 43.6% of the time
to subject natぜer―related activities compared to 65。4Z in the ■ovement
educatiOn classes.  The anount of time the teacher spent on practice
activ■ties contttibuted to nost of this difference.  The teacher us■ng
the coll■■and style allocated 28。6% of class time to practice activ■ties
compared to 51.3Z allocatqd during movement education.  There were slight
differences in the anount of tine spent in game play situations between
the two stylese  Students spent 15。lZ of class ■me in gane play
―s■tuations ■n the command style classes compared to 14el% ёxper■enced
by the students in the novement education classes.
The most significant differences occurred in the learner
involvement ■evelo  Differences were found between the two styles in the
alnouttt of student tine spent in iot―engaged activitiese  Students in
classes spent 64.3% of class time ■n not―engaged behav■or compared to
40.5%' fOr students ■n movement education classeso  Students ■n the
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coflrmand style class waited 8.47" of the'time comiared. to student in
the movement education style'classes; they waited L.37. of the time.
In the command'style classes students spent more time in both
off-task and on-task activitils (a.8i" and 23.8%, respectively) in
comparison to students in the movement education classes (1.87. and
16.37., 'respectively). Dif.ferences also existed in the amount of
student time spent in cognitive activity. Students in the conrnand style
classes spent 27,47" of the time in cognitive activity compared to students
in the.movement education classes who spent 20.77".
Significant differences were found in the amount of time students
spent actively engaged in motor tasks between the two styles. Students
were actively engaged in motor tasks 35.77" of the time in the command
style classes in comparison to 59.57" in movement education style
classes. Students in the command style classes were motor-appropriate
23.07" of the time compared to students in the movement education classes
who were motor-appropriate 44.1% of the time. This indicated that
students in the movement education style classes accumulated more ALT-PE
than students in the conunand style classes. Differences between the two
styles also existed in the amount of time students spent in motor-
inappropriate and motor-supporting behaviors. Students in the command
style classes spent 11.27" of their time in motor-inappropriate
activities and L.5Z in motor-supporting behaviors; in movement ed.ucation
classes 15.47. of student tirne was spent in motor-inappropriate activities
and no time was spent in mot,or-supporting behaviors.
Summary
In'order to determine coder reliability for this study, one
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videotape was randomly selected to be coded using CAFIAS on two
independent observation sessions by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert
cod.er of CAFIAS. The predominant interaction patterns were ranked and
then subjected to the Spearman rank-order correlation technique. The
mean correlat,ion of .984 that was found was sufficient to indicate that
the coder was reliable.
In order to determine.reliability for using ALT-PE, the scored-
interval agreement method, as described by Hawkins and Dotson (1975),
was used. Two randomly selected tapes were coded on two independent
observation sessions by ff. Victor H. Mancini. I0A was determined for
each of the categories of the ALT-PE recording instrument by dividing
the number of intervals on.which there was agreement by the.number of
agreements plus disagreements and multiplying the figure by 100
(Herson & Barlow, 1976). I0A ranged from 92.07" lo 1007",
Visual comparison of Table 1, Figure 1, and Table 2 indicated
that differences existed in the behaviors and interaction p'atterns of
the physical education teacher with the two different styles of
teaching. In the moveinent education style the teacher exhibited. more
use of questions, acceptance, and praise, both verbally and nonverbally,
than in the-corunand style. There was more teacher:suggested student-
initiated verbal and nonverbal behavior in the movement education style
in comparison to the corrnand style. The teacher spent more time
verbally and nonverbally giving information, direction, and criticism
in the command style compared to the movement education style. There
was more verbal and nonverbal predictable student behavior in the
command style while in the movement education style there was more
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verbal and nonverbal interpretive student, behavior. The predominant
interaction pattern in the command style involvbd extended teacher
information-giving followed by teacher direction and predictable student
response followed by more teacher direction (5-5-6-8-6). In the movement
eduiation styie, the prbdominant- inter-action pattern consisted of
interpretive student responie follow"d"Uy teacher acceptance and more
interpretive student-respdhse (8r -3-S\ ).
t'
Visual comparisons of Table 3 indicated that differences existed
in the ALT-PE categories between the two styles of'teaching. There
were significant differences at the context level in the general
content area where students taught using the comnand style spent'21.87.
of class time in transition activities compared to students taught using
the movement education style who spent 12.L7, of class time. Differences
were found in the subject matter knowledge area. Students in command
style classes spent 15.2"/. of tine receiving instruction.about techniques
as compared to l}.l7" of the time spent by students in the movement
education classes. In the subject matter motor area there were
significantJifferences in the amount of time spent in practice
activities. The teacher using the movement education style allocated
5L.37" of class time to practice activities compared to 28.67. of, the
time in coinmand style classes.
Major differences existed at the learner involvement leve1 in the
engaged and not-engaged areas. rn the command style classes, students
were not engaged in motor behavior 64.3% of the time compared to
movement education classes where students were not engaged 40.57" of the
time. rn the command style class, stud.ents spent more time in
??
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on-task anj.c-ogn!t-_ive activities (23.82) ayd 27 .47", respectively)
compared. to studenis in the m;vemttnt,ed,ucation classes (16.32.and. 20.77,,
respectively). In the ,nor"rn.r,a education style st,udents were engaged
,in hotor activity 59.57. of 
,the time compared. to 35.7"1 of the tine
recorded'by students in the command style classes. Most of this
difference occurred in the motor-appropriate areai where students in
the movement education classes spent 44.L7" of'the time appropriately
engaged in motor activity in comparison to the 23.02 spent by students
in the command style classes. In the conrnand style classes students
speht LL.27" of the time in motor-inappropriate behavior and 1.5% in
motor-supporting behavior compared to movement education classes where
students spent L5,47" of the time in motor-inappropriate and no time in
motor-supporting behavicirs.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Before 'a discussion.can conmence of the resultS found in this
study comparing the command 'and'movement ed.ucation styles of teaching,
a restatement of the questions we are attempting to answer is in order.
The initial question of this study asked whether movement education' an
indirect style of teachint, was more effective than command and the
more indirect styles of teaching. As a result of the information
collected in this study, this question can now be addressed. Were
there any real visual and/or practical differences--supported by data--
between these two styles of teaching? Were these differences, if any,
supported by the results found in ot,her studies? And finally, are
there any practical applications in relationship to teacher
effectiveness, particularly as it relates to the engaged time and/or
the appropriate activity of the students? Throughout this chapter
these questions will be answered as the results'of this study are
discussed.
Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Int,eraction Analysis System
(CeffAS) (Cheffers, L972) was used in this study to record the
behaviors and interaction patterns between the teacher and the students
in the two different styles of teaching--command and movement education.
The CAFIAS observation instrument has been considered useful in the
gymnasium as a tool for the analysis of teaching and for the purpose of
discriminatinB between various patterns of instruction (Darst, Mancini,
& Zakrajsek, 1983). CAFIAS has been used in similar studies (Mancini,
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1974i Martinek, L976; Lydonr- L978; Schempp, 1981) to compare and verify
two teaching nodels used in a hurnan movement program at the.elementary
level. Wright (1981) used CAFIAS to describe'the teaching behaviors
and class organization of eight movement educators. Cheffers and
Mancini (1978) also used CAFIAS when they examined the interaction
patterns and instructional behaviors found on 83 videotapes collected
as part of the Data Bank project by Anderson (1975). CAFIAS, designed
for describing teacher-student behaviors and interaction patterns, has
been said to be the most widely used interaction analysis system in
physical education (Allard, L979).
This investigation also used the revised Academic Learning Time in
Physical Education instrument (ALT-PE) (Siedentop, Tousignant, & Parker,
1982) to identify and compare how students taught by the command and
movement education styles of teaching spent their time. ALT-PE is a
process measure of effective teaching which uses student behavior as
an indirect, albeit efficient, measure of teacher effectiveness,
particularly in terms of motor skil1 development (Siedentop, Birdwell,
& Metzler, 1979). Ilancini, Wuest, Clark, and Ridosh (1982) used the
ALT-PE instrument to investigate the interaction patterns and the
ALT-PE of low- and high-burnout secondary physical educators. In
another comparison study Godbout, Brunelle, and Tousignant (1983) used
the ALT-PE instrument'to determine how much ALT-PE was experienced by
elementary an-d secondary school students during physical education
classes. Aufderheide, Olson, and Templin (1981) used the ALT-PE
instrument to compare the academic learning time of niainstreamed
handicapped students with regular students. In a descriptive study,
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Shute, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman (1982) used the original
ALT-PE instrument to record ttie activity of 105 elementary school
children, grades K-6, in one physicat educator's movement education
classes.
Visual anatysis of tlie CAFIAS results indicated that differences
did exidt in the behaviors of the pfiysicaf education teacher and her
stud.ents #hen shertaught using the command and movement education styles
of teaching. During the physical education classes taught with the
movement eduiation approach the teacher gave much more praise and
acceptance and asked more questions. The latter (i.e., more question
asking) probably resulted in the large amount of interpretive student
response found in the movement education style. In the conunand style
of teaching, on-the other hand, the teacher tended to give more
information, direction, and criticism. Likewise, the students in the
command style classes responded with more predictable, rote responses,
and did not exhibit as many interpretive responses as found in the
movement education approach. The most frequent interaction pattern for
the entire study (occurring 48.9% of the time) was extended teacher
information-giving followed by teacher direction followed by
predictable student respons'e followed by more teacher direction
(5-6-8-6). This interaction pattern was found with the command style
teaching. It is important here to note the relationship between the
amount of extended teacher information-giving and direction and the
amount of predictable student response with the lack of interpretive
student, response found in the command style teaching. Characteristic
of this type of class activity would be the teacher giving information
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about how to dribble' a b.alf with direqtions on wh'en to get the ball and
where,to dribble'in the gym. This would then elicit the "predictable"
response. of children gettinB jhe ba1ls and dribbling in the prescribed
mannei. The most frequent interaction pattern found in the movement
education style" teaching was interpretive student behavior followed by
t,eacher atceptance followed by more interpretive student behavior
(8\ 
-3-8\ ). This type of student behavior/response seems to be a
product of the structure of the class as well. Characteristic of this
type of class activity would be the children responding to the
teacher's question by exploring different ways of moving the ball with
their hands, feet, etc. Following the teacher's acceptance and praise
of such activity, the children would continue to explore and discover
different ways of mciving the ball.
The results of this study indicated that differences existed in
the behaviors and interaction patterns of the physical education
teacher with the command and movement education styles of teaching.'
These results r.rere similar to the results obtained by Mancini (Lg74),
Martinek (1976), Lydon (1978), and Schempp (1981). Each of these
studies investigated the effects of the teacher decision-making
approach (TDMA) and the shared decision-making approach (S0Ue) on
elementary children in physical education settings. The TDMA is
similar to the command style of teaching in that in both the teacher
makes all of the decisions relative to the education process. In the
sElme manner, the SDMA is sirnilar to the movement education style of
teaching in that both approaches are child-centered and encourage
children to participate in the decision-making process. Using CAFIAS,
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Mancini (1974)delineated characteristic behaviors and interaction
patterns in the TDMA and SDMA models of・teaching.  These characteristic
■nteraction patterns were used as a cr■t ■on measure, also ■dentified
through thO use ol CAFIASぅ t  validate treatnent approaches in the
LydOn (1978),.Martinek (1976), and SChempp (1981)studiese  CAFIAS data
revealed diffこrences ■n the behav■ors and interaction patterns of the
TDMAa｀nd SDMA sini■ar to those found between the command and movement
education styles in the present study.  In classes using the TDIIA and
the command style of teaching the predom■n nt interaction patterns
were teacher ■nformation-8iV■n8, f01lowed by teacher directions,
followed by predictablご student response, followed by more teacher
direction (5-6-8-6).  Likewise, SDMA classes and those using the
movement education style of teaching were characterized by teacher
questions, interpretive studelit behavior, and teacher acceptance and
praise (4-8ヽ-3 2).
A study by Cheffers and Mancini (1978) indicated widespread use of
direct teacher influence and teacher dominance in elementary and
secondary phySiCal education classes。  1,hen they described the
■nteraction patterns and teaching behav■ors of this direct teacher
influence, they found a predominance of extended teacher information―
giving, followel by teacher direction, and predictable student
response, w■th an absence of teacher pra■se and acceptance and
■nterpretive student behav■or   Th se ■nteractions and teaching behav■ors
character■z■ng direct teacher ■nfluence were s■m■lar to those found in
the command style of teaching, cons■der d a direct style of teaching,
in the present study.
7L
Wright (1981), who used CAFfAS to describe the instructional
behaviors of eight movemerit educators, found that movement educators
scored highly in the areas of teacher questioning, teacher acceptance
and praise, and teacher-suggested student-initiative behavior. These
behaviors were congluent to those exhibited by the teacher using the
movement education style of teaching in the present study.
Several intervention studies have.used CAFIAS training as a
treatment approach to monitor and/or change teacher behaviors and
interaction patterns. Although the current in'iestigation is different
in concept in that it is a comparison study, some comparisons can be
mad.e. cetty (1977), Hendrickson (1975), Lombardo (1979), Quinn (L982),
Rochester (L976), Steffen (1983), Stevens (L979), and Vogel (1976) all
reported more indirect teaching behaviors following CAFIAS training
than before CAFIAS training and/or with no training at all. These
indirect teaching behaviors were consistently characterized by increased
amounts of teacher-suttested student-initiative behavior, that is,
interpretive student response. These indirect teaching behaviors are
consistent with those exhibited by the physical educator using the
movement education style of teachingr a more indirect approach to
teaching, in the present study.
This study used the revised Academic Learning Time in Physical
Ed.ucation (ALT-PE) observation instrument (Siedentop et a1., 1982) to
compare the academic learning time in physical education of students
taught using the coffinand and the movement education styles of teaching.
The results of this study indicated that differences existed in the
academic learning time of students with the two different, styles of
!、
「
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teaching. Visual analysis of Table 3 indicated where these differences
existed between the two styles. There were significant differences at
the context 1evel. 
.The most noticeable difference was found in the
general content area. In classes taught using the command style of
teaching stud.ents" spent 36.'57" of the time in general content compared to
Lg.L% sp'ent by students in the moveireht education classes. This type of
activi,ty refers to class.time where students are not involved in physical
education related activities; such activities include class management
and organizationr such as changing equipment, moving from one space to
another, and/or teacher explanation of the organization of a lesson.
Other activities considered general content activities include time
devoted to class businessr such as discussing field trips and taking
attendance, t,ime devoted to celebrating a birthday or telling a joke,
and/or time devoted to warm-up activities with the intention of preparing
the students for further activity. Since such a large amount of the
time in the command style of teaching was spent in information-giving
and direction, it would seem that at least some of this time was spent
in the managerial and organizational activities of the general content
area.
0n1y slight differences existed in the subject matter knowledge
area indicating that both styles of teaching devoted approximat,ely equal
tj$e to transmitting information to students concerning physical
education content matter. This type of information includes explaining
and/or demonstrating the proper technique for performing a particular
motor skill, such as dribbling a ball or swinging a bat, discussing
strategy for game play, stating the rules and regulations of a game,
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and discu""-r".t spgrtsmanship or t-"tt ,1.I rules in a game activity.. The
t!
teacher wh-en tising the co.mmlnd style of- tbaching devoted 19.97. of class
time to subject matter knowledge activities compared to 15.52 for movement
education c'lasses. Most of this difference was found in the amount of
time devoted to transmitting information concerning techniques of a motor
skiII. The teacher using the conmand style teaching spent L5.27. of the
time in this area; whereas, she spent only 10.17. of the time relating
information about techniques in the movement education classes. This
indicates that the teacher when'using movement education spent
less time directing student behaviors; this was in keeping with the
movement education style of instructicin, that is, guiding rather than
directing the activities of the st,udents through self-exploration and
discovery.
More significant differ'ences existed in tlie subject matter motor
area where students in the command style classes spent 43.67. of their
time compared to students in the movement education style classes who
spent 65.47. of their time. The subject matter motor area refers to
class time when the focus of student activity is on motor involvement in
physical education related activities. Activities included in this
area include skill practice and drill activities, scrimmages and
routines, game play, and fitnesb activities. The amount of time spent
on practice activities contributed to most of this difference. 'Students
in the command style of teaching spent 28.6% of class time in practice
activities compared to students in the'movement education style who
spent 5L.37. in such activities. The amount of time spent in practice
activities in the movement education style seems to be in keeping with
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the theme of movement eduCation which is based on the freedon to move
and exPlore in the physica■environment.  The amount of time deVoted to
this exploration is evident in t,e amOunt of student activity.
Thさ mOst siむnifiCant`differbttceF were f°und in the learner
involvement levelo  Ma」or differences were found in the tine spent in
not―engaged act■v■ties.  Students ■n the command style classes spent
64。3% of the■r tine ■  such activ■ties, whereas, students ■n the
movenent education spent 40。5%.  These types of activ■ties refer to those
which require motor involvement which are not subject―matter relat d。
Not―engaged motor activities include interim activities, such as
retr■ev■ng a bal13 wa■ting activ■ties, such as standing in line3 off―
task activ■ties, such as m■sbehav■o●3 0n―task activ■ties, such as
helping set up equiprnent; and COgnitive activities, such as watching a
demonstration or listen■ng to th  teacher descr■be a gamee  Students ■n
the command styfe classes wa■ted 8。4% of the time compared to students
■n the movement education classes who wa■ted l。3%。  In the command style
classes students spent 4.8%Jand 23。8% in off―task and on―task activ■tiёs,
respectively, compared to students in movement education classes who
spent l.8% and 16。3% of the tine in off―task and dn―task activities,
respectivelyo  Students ■n the command style classes spent 27。4Z of
their time receiving subject―matter rela ed information compared to
students ■  the novement education classes who spent 20。7%。  Thi , also,
would be expected since more time is typically spent giving information
and directions w■th the command style approach as compared to the
movement education approach.
The most notable differences between the two styles were found in
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the amount of time students spent actively engaged in motor tasks. This
refers specifically to motor involvement with subject matter oriented
activities. Motor-appropriate act,ivities refer to activities where the
student is engaged in such a way as to produce a high degree of success.
Students in the command style clas'ses were motor-appropriate 23.07. of
the t.ime compared to students in the movement education style classes
who were motor-appropriate 44.17". This indicated that students exposed
to the movement education style of teaching accumulated more ALT-PE than
students taught by conmand style. This seems to imply that when children
are allowed to explore, discover, and learn at their own rate, as in a
movement education class, thdy experience greater success'which in turn
promotes greater activity and possibly greater learning. Flanders
(1960) stated that direct teacher-dominated behavior, such as
information-giving and directing, leads to an atmosphere which restricts
and inhibits the students' desires"to respond freely.
Slight differences existed between the two styles in the amount
of time students spent in motoi-inappropriate activity, or motor
activity which is either too difficult or too easy to justifiably
contribute to a lesson's goals. Stud.'ents in the command style classes
spent LL.27"-of their tine in motor-inappropriate activities compared to
students in the movement education classes who spent L5.47". Students
taught by the command style of teaching spent 1.57. of the tine in motor
supporting activity, such as throwing a ball to a hitter; students in
the movement education classes spent no time in motor supporting
activities.
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Many of the investigations to this point have utilized the original
ALT-PE system (Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler, L979). The present
investigation used the revi'sed ALT-PE system (Siedentop et al., 1982)
which makes context level decisions based on class activity and learner
inrrbtvement db;'Gions -based on the. inhi.iiOual learner. Subject matter
knowled$e and sub-ject'matter'motor iri tne revised. system contain
catbgories that,are.almost identical as the P.E. content level categories
in the original system. Sub-categories in the general content category
are similar in both systems with the exception being that the category
of warm-up in- the revised system replaced waiting in the original system.
Motor engaged in the revised system is similar to entaged responding in
the original system. It is important to note that the amount of ALT-PE
in the original system is determined by the motor activity at the easy,
medium, and hard levels; whereas, the ALT-PE in the revised system is
equivalent to the percentage of time in the category of motor appropriate
activity. The other categories for both systems are very similar.
In the study done by Godbout et aI. (1983) the researchers reported
that elementary students accrued an averate of 31.32 ALT-PE. This was
moie than the accrued ALT-PE found. in tne command. styre of teaching in
the present'study, but less than what was found in the movement ed.ucation
style of teaching. Godbotit et al. (1983) also reported that class time
spent on activities other than P.E. content was between 19"/. and 342.
class time spent'on activities unrelated to subject matter in the
command style of teaching was 36,57., higher in comparison to what was
reported in the Godbout et aI. (1983) study. The amount of time spent
in such activities in the movement education style of teaching was Lg,L7,,
ヽ「
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which was consistent with what,was reported in the Godbout et a1. (1983)
PJ
sJuqy. t-ssentialiy ttrese findings indicate that stud.ents taught by the
movement education.style of teaching spent less time in activities
:-
untelated to su'b'ject'matter in comparison to students taught by the
command style and also less time then averaged in the study done by
Godbout et aI. (1983).
In comparing the ALT-PE of mainstreamed handicapped students with
regular students in an effort to discern,opportunities for learninB,
Aufderheide et aI. (1981) found that mainstreamed handicapped stud.ents
accrued 44.97. ALT-PE compared with the 45.9% accrued by regular students.
This revealed no significant difference in the amount of ALT-PE accrued.
fn comparison with the present study the students taught using the
command style of teaching experienced much less ALT-PE (23,07"); the
students taught with the movement education style experienced similar
amounts of ALT-PE (44.L7"). This would seem to iridicate that students
taught using the command style of teaching have less opportunities for
learning than those taught using the movement education style.
Direct comparisons can be made between this study and the
investigation done by Shute et a1. (1982). Although Shute et al. (1982)
used. the original ALT-PE instrument (Siedentop et aI., 1979), as
aforementioned, the categories are essentially the same. Comparisons
will be made'among the results report'ed by Stiute et al. (1982), who
described the actions of students in one physical educator's elementary
movement education classes and the actions of students taught with the
command and movement education. styles of teaching used by one physical
educator in the present study. Shute et aI. (1982) reported total
' 
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class time spent in general conteflt physical education activities was
2L7.. This was similar to the Lg.L"l found in the movement education style
of teaching_in the present study. In contrast, with the command styfe of
I ,.' ' r I :
teaching ,36.'57. oi class tiid.:waSj aevotLa to general content activities.
This seemb to indicate that the structure of command style teiching
necessitates more manEgeriai and organizational activities.
Shute et al. (1982) found the amount of class time students spent
in physical education content activities, 
"r"n 
j" skill practice, g€Lmes,
and fitness, was 79%i this is similar to the 80.97" reported for
movement education and less then the 63.5% found for cornmand teaching in
the present study. In this study the amount of time spent in physical
education content activities is determined by combining the amount of
time students spent in the subject matt,er knowledge areas and subject
matter motor areas. In this study, students in the movement education
classes spent 80.9% of their time in physical education content
activitiesl whereas, students in the conrnand style classes spent 63.57"
of their time on physical education content activities. The findings
of this study with respect to the movement education style of teaching
are consistent with those obtained in the Shute et aI. (1982)
investigation. Both of these findings are considerably higher than
those found with the command. style of teaching indicating that teachers
in movement education settings gene-r"rt, ,n'lrolve theii students in more
learning exp'eriences related to physical education content rather than
in the organizational and managerial activities which'seem to be
emphasized in the cornmand style of teaching.
At the ldarner involvement lever the students were engaged in
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physical education activities 577" of the time in the movement educator's
classes in the Shute et aI. (1982) stud.y, 59.5"1 of the time with the
movement educat,ion style of teaching in the present study, and 35.7% of
the time with the corrnand style of teaching. The comparisons made
between the movement education classes are consistent with each other
and, again, in contrast with those found with the command style of
teaching. This seems to support, the movement education theme of
maximizing student involvement in the learning environment.
Students in the Shute et al. (1982) study were reported to be not-
engaged in physical education content activities 437. of the time. These
findings are similar to those found with movement education style of
teaching in the 
"present study, 40.57., and, again, in contrast, much
lower than those recorded in the command style of teaching, 64.37..
Furthbr comparisons can be made when analyzing the amount of
t,ime students spent engaged and not-engaged in physical education
activities between the two studies. fn the movement education classes
in this study and in those ilescribed in the Shute et aI. (1982)
investigation, students spent relatively more time engaged in physical
education activities than not-engaged; approximatety 607. of the time the
students were engaged and apfroximately 407" of the time not-engaged. 0n
the other hand, students taught using the conmand style of,teaching spent
more time, relatively, not-engaged in physical education activities than
engaged; 64.37, compared to 35.72, respectively. When the goals of the
teacher are to promote student involvement in appropriate and effective
activity in the learning environment; the collective data seem to support
the use of a more movement-oriented approach to teaching.
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These data seem to suggest poss■b■e re■atiOnship  between the CAFIAS
and ALT―PE instruments with respect tO information abOut teacher
behaviors and student actions as a learning process measure, giving
indirect indications abotit potential student achievenent.  In answer to
the ■n■tial questions posed at the beginn■n8 0f this study and this
chapter, the students taught with a movement education style of teaching
were.askOd ぶore questiσn , rさceivea nOre“praise and acceづtan e, and were
allowed to respond w■th more ■ t rpret■v  behav■orso  They also spent
a higher percentagさ.ofζti e engaged in phys■cal education activ■ty, more
spec■fically, motor―appr pr■ate activ■ty or ALT―PE.  The students taught
w■th the command style of teaching rece■ved more ■nformation, direction,
and criticism and responded with mOre predictable, rote behaviors.  They
were exposed to less subjecぜmatter motor activity and were engaged much
less ■n motor―appropr■ate activ■y。 .
Summary
This study used the CAFIAS (Cheffers, 1972)and ALT―PE (SiedentOp et
al., 1982) instruments to compare the command and movenent education
styles of teaching in elementary phys■cal ducatiOn w■h respect tO
teacher behavior and student involvemente  Visual analysis of the.data
showed that differences existed in both the teacher's behaviOr and the
students' involvement between. the two styles of teachin3o
Visual analysis of the CAFIAS data supported the research
hypOthes■s that stated there would be a sign■ficant differe ce ■n the
teaching behav■ors ■n the classes taught by a teacher us■ng a cOllunand
style and a novement education style Of teachingo  The teacher gave
much ■ore infOrmation, direction, and criticism in the coIIIInand style of
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teaching. In the movement education style of teaching, the teacher asked
more questions and gave more acceptance and praise. The students taught
with the coiunand style of teachirr! ,o"=",characterized by predictable,
rote behaviors; whereas, students taught with the movement bducation
style were charabterized by-more interpretative behaviors. The results
of this study with regard to teaching behaviors are similar to those
found by Lydon (1978), Mancini (L974), Martihek (1976), Schempp (1981),
and Wright (1981).
Visual analysis of the ALT-PE dat,a led to the rejection'of the
research hypothbsis that stated there would be no difference in the
ALT-PE accrued by students taught. a unit using the corunand style and
the movement, education style of teaching. The ALT-PE dat.a revealed,
significant differences in the ALT-PE accrued by students taught using,
the.command style and students taught using the movement education style
of teaching. Students taught using the command style of teaching were
engaged, in motor-appropriate activity (accrued ALT-PE) 237" of the time;
whereas,r'students taUght using the movement education style were
engaged in motor-appropriate activity 44.17" of the time. There were also
differences between the two styles in student involvement in the not-
engaged, subject matter motor, and subject matter knowledge areas. The
not-engaged and subject matter knowledge percentages were generally
higher in the classes taught using the command style of teaching
compared to the classes taught using movement education suylei whereas,
percentages favored the movement education style of teaching in the
subject matter motor area. The findings of this study can be compared
in varying degrees to the results of other studies (Aufderheide et al.,
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1981; Godbout et a1.r 1983; Mancihi et al., L982i Shute et al.r 1982).
Yet, the purpose and structure of these investigations must be consid.ered.,
and the'comparisons must be made carefully.
.. lfe -collective data of this,ustudy revealed that there are real
visual'ahd'practical differences"b6tween the conmand style and the
movement education style of teaching. These differences are supported
by the iesults found in other studies. There seems to be a relationship
between teacher behavior and student involvement in the gymnasium; in
addition, there seems to be a favorable relationship betlreen indirect
teaching styles and desirable student behaviors, that is, Ereater
student involvement in physical education content activities.
|  ~
Chapt,er
SI]MMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR F'I.JRTHER STIIDY
Summary
This investigation was conducted to compare the command style of
teaching and the movement education style of teaching in elementary
physical education with respect to teacher behavior and student
involvement. The subjects for this investigation were one female
physical education teacher from the Ithaca, New York area and 30
childien. The teacher was asked to teach a unit involving the same
physical education content matter using two different styles of teaching--
command style and.movement education sty1e. Two first-grade classes were
chosen and taught a 5-day unit in manipulative and ball-handling skilIs.
Each class was exposed to a different style of teaching. The instructor
was videotaped throughout both 5-day units for the entire length of the
unit. Three target students were randomly selected from each class for
observation.
The videotapes were coded by a reliable coder trained in the CAFIAS
and ALT-PE instruments. The Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders'
fnteraction Analysis System (CAFIAS) was used to assess t,eacher behavior
and teacher-student interactions. The Academic Learning Time in Physical
Education (ALT-PE) instrument was used to describe student involvement.
The data collected from the coding of CAFIAS were transferred onto the
comput,er for analysis. The data were compiled into percentages for each
of the 20 CAFIAS variables. The data collected for ALT-PE were computed
manually and compiled into percentages for the ALT-PE parameters. These
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parameters were then compared by visual analysis.
Visual comparisons of the CAFIAS results for the 5-day units
indicat,ed that differences did indeed exist in the behaviors and
interaction pati,erns of the physical educat'ion teacher with the command,
and the movement education styles of teaching. During the physical
.edu-cation clasSes taught with.-the. command style of teaching the teacher
sfent niore- time' giving inform"iiur4 direction, and criticism to the
st,udents. Likewise, the students in the corunand style of teaching
:
responded with more.predictable, rote behaviors. fn the movement
education style of teaching the teacher asked more questidns and exhibited
more praise and acceptance of students' ideas and actions which resulted"
in more interpretive student'responses. visual interpretation of the
data found in this study supported the research hypothesis which stated
there would be a significant difference in the teaching behaviors in the
classes taught by a teacher using a command style and a movement ed.ucation
style of teaching.
Examination of the ALT-PE,data resulted in the finding that
significant differenies existed in the amount of ALT-pE experienced by
students taught with the command style of teaching and the movement
education style of teaching. Students taught using the cornm'and style of
teaching spent a greater amount of time in general content activities
which include transition, management, and. warm-up1 subject matter
knowledge activities; and not-engaged physical education activities which
include waiting, off-task, on-:task, and. cognitive behavior. stud,ents
taught using the movement education style of teaching had a Ereater
percentage of time in subject matter motor activities and engaged,
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physical education activities which included motor-appropriate activities
or accrued ALT-,Pp. Visual interpretation of the ALT-PE data led to the
rejection-.of the'te6ear'ch hypothesls which'stated that there would be no
difference in the ALT-PE accrued by students taught a unit using the
conunind style and tne.*ol 
"ro""rrt 
education style of teaching.
The collective data of this study, when viewed, suggested a
tentative, albeit favorable, relationship between indirect teacher
behavior and student involvement. Students tautht using the movement
education style of teaching, an indirect approach to teaching, were
asked more questions and experienced more praise and acceptance from
their teacher. They also exhibited more interpretive behaviors and
experienced more motor:appropriate activities than students taught
using the comnand style of tbaching, a more direct approach to teaching.
The students taught ubing the command style of teaching received more
information, directionr and criticism and had more predictable responses.
This may be related to the fact that they spent more time in not-engaged
physical education activities and less time in engaged activities and
motor-appropriate behaviors .
Conclus ions
The results of this study led to the following conclusions regarding
the behaviors and the interaction patterns of a female physical education
teacher using a command style and a movement education style of teaching
and the accumulated ALT-PE of students taught using a command style and
a movement educat,ion style of teaching for an entire unit of instruction:
1. The behaviors and interaction patterns of the physical education
teacher were not the same with the cornmand and the movement education
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styles of teaching.
2, The physical education t'eacher gave more information, direction,
and criticism t,o students when using the command style of teaching.
?. The physical education teacher-received more predictable
responses fiom the students-who werei taught using the comrnand style of
tea.ching.
4.' The*physical educatl-on teacher asked more questions and. gave
more praise'and acceptance of actions and ideas to the students when
using the movement education style of teaching.
5. The physical education teacher ieceived more interpretive
responses from students who were taught using the movement education style
of teaching.
6, The students taught using the command style of teaching spent
considerably more time in the Beneral content activities of physical
ed.ucation than the students taught using the movement education style of
t'eaching.
7. The students taught using the command style of teaching spent
more time in not-engaged physical education activities than the stud.ents
taught using the.movement education style of teaching.
8. The students taught using the movement education.style of
t,eaching spent consid.erably more time in subject matter motor activities
than the students taught using the command style of teaching.
9. The students taught using the movement education style of
teaching were more actively engaged in motor-appropriate responses than
the students taught using the command style of teaching.
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Recorrnendations for Further Study i
The following recommendationS are suggested for further study:
1. Conduct a similar study using a larger number of teachers and
students.
2. Conduct a similar study using other teaching approaches, such as
those which.comprise the Mosston (1981) spectrurn of styles.
3. Conduct a similar study using a unit of instruction different
than the one used. in the present studr.
4. Conduct a similar study using a male physical educator as the
subj ect.
5. Conduct a similar study using a different age and grade level of
students than used in the present study.
1。
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
TEACHER.S COPY
a) Purpose of the Study. Research is being conducted to
describe arid compare two different teaching styles used in physical
educationaclasses for an entire, unit of instruction. Comparisons
tJ
.fuiff be-made between dne"teacner"s.and students' interactions as
well as the students' academic learning time-physical education.
I
b) 'Benefitsj The resulting informd:tion may prove useful in
d.etermining which method or style of teaching is more appropriate
and/or effective for certain types of subject matter found in
physical education. This iniormation may also help the individual
teacher determine which type of teaching method is more effective
in meeting the need of the students in the psychomotor, cognitive,
and affective domains.
Metho.ds. As a subject you will be asked to participate in the
following manner:
1) Construct with the researcher two workable unit plans
using two different methods of instruction. One method will be
using a traditional or direct style of teaching; the other will
be using a movement,-oriented style of t.eaching.
, 2) Permit the researcher to videotape an entire unit of
teaching using two first-grade physical education classes. Each
class will be exposed to a different method. of instruction.
During t,his time the only thing that you will be asked to do is
?
???
．
2。
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Appendix A (continued)
$rear a small wireless microphone.
C
,:
Eacti videotapd will be c,oded using the Cheffers' Adaptation
I
of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS) and the Academic
Learning. Time:Physical Education (ef.t-fr) instrument.
3。 Will this hurf? There are no apparent physical or psychological
risks involved in participation of this study. The codinE systems
which will be used on the videotapes are non-evaluative.
4。 Need more information? ff you wish to know more information about
the study or the results from the study research, please feel free
to contact me at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 14850.
I'lithdrawal from the Study. Participation is voluntary and your
initial agreement to participate does not prevent you from
discontinuing your participation at any time.
Will the data be m+intained in. confidence? It is assured that
names in this study will be kept in the strictest confidence.
Taping is solely for the purpose of this study. Data analysis on
information gathered on your classes will be available for review
upon request. Thank you.
Researcher: Kathleen F. Smith
Yes, I agree to participate in this study.
No, I do not aEree to participate in this study.
5.
6。
‐
?
?
Signature Date
Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM       、  ―
PARENT'S,COPY
=～
  1・
  =     '  ｀TheOゝtudr in"whiCh r6ui f9n/daughter is asked to participate ts
l。。kirig at tie ■htёractibn｀pttaV■Or pitterns of an elementary phys■cal
educator w■th her students.  The study exan■ nes the effects of us■ng two
・ different mざt16dsi~。F ihstruction.  The Cheffers' Adaptation of the
Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS)will be used to measure
the ■nteraction and behav■or patterns between the.teacher and her
students.‐ The students' acadenic learning tine―physical education will
be measured by the Acadenic Learning Time―Physical Education (ALT―PE)
■nstrunente
Your son/daughter will be videotaped fOr five classes during the
1983-1984' school year. The taping will not interfere with the student's
normal actions in class, nor will he/she be required to wear any
identifying maikers during the videotaping. Participation is voluntary,
and the parents' agreement to the student's participation does not
prevent them from discontinuing the student's participation at any time.
It is assured that names in this study will be kept strictly
confidential. The tapes will be dispos.ed of promptly following the
study. rf you do not have any questions and are willing to let your son/
daughter participate in this study, please sign your name below.
Thank you,
Kathleen F. Snith
Parent's Signature
9o
Student's Name Date
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